Letter from the Director

Dear Villa Maria Alumnae, Friends, and Family,

It may be a challenge to find me on the campus of Villa Maria these days. You might look in the gym, in a math classroom, or in the Activities Office and I will be nowhere to be found. I am pleased to tell you that my new home is in St. Joseph Hall in the Advancement Office. In the winter you will still be able to see me on the sidelines of the basketball games, but as of July 1, 2015, I am the new Director of Advancement. While I like to think that my role has always been about advancing the mission of Villa Maria, I now have the privilege of working with Ann Sinatra, Maggie Mallon, Diane Zwaan, Maureen Egan, and Sarah McGovern in promoting and supporting our school in new and exciting ways.

We all know how much Villa matters. It matters daily to present parents, students, and staff. But we have all been shaped by this school, and we are all tasked with making sure Villa Maria matters in the future as well. Can you alumnae imagine a world without Villa graduates? Take a second and think about what the world would miss without the Villa grads who are now doctors, teachers, CEOs, nurses, artists, scientists, writers, and phenomenal moms.

As the year progresses, I invite you to come and help us continue to make Villa matter. If you haven’t been back, check out the calendar on page 20 and make plans to come to an event and reconnect with classmates and teachers. Or stop by and see our new turf field (page 10), built with the support of the entire Villa community.

If you have kept in touch with us since your graduation — or your daughter’s — keep up the good work. Know that we are happy to see you and hear from you as much as possible. We welcome all philanthropic support of time, talent, and treasure. Please know how blessed we feel to have your support.

So, if you are looking for Kathy McCartney, stop by the Advancement Office. Villa matters to you, and you matter to us. I would love to sit and talk with all of you. I can’t tell you how happy I am to be joining the Advancement Team and how energized I feel about making sure that Villa continues to matter.

Sincerely,
Kathy McCartney
Director of Advancement
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Villa Maria alumnae “Stormed the Shore” in full force on Saturday, August 8, 2015 at the home of Laura DelRaso Melvin ’73. This was the third year that Laura was gracious enough to host the complimentary Alumnae Association event at her home, and it was quite a success. A record attendance of over 50 graduates, past parents and friends of Villa Maria gathered in Avalon to enjoy cocktails, light snacks, and great conversation among new and old friends.

Graduates from the classes of 1946 through 2013 all made their way to the gathering. Making an appearance for the second year in a row were former classmates and boarding roommates Catherine “Kitty” Love ’46 and Jean Marie Dalton ’46. The youngest graduate to help celebrate the sisterhood was Claire Liva ’13.

A few wonderful VMA raffle prizes were given away, and thanks to the generosity of so many in attendance, the Sister Mary Kelly Scholarship program raised close to $2,000! We were elated to see so many people who took the time to stop by, celebrate and catch up with the Alumnae Association, and we truly hope to see you down the shore next year!
Capping Off a Career at Villa Maria Academy

By Rosemarie Coghlan

This fall marks the third year of our Senior Capstone program, a culminating learning activity that encourages critical thinking and research, promotes conversation and problem solving, and results in real life application of prior acquired knowledge. Each senior selects an area of interest and investigates her topic during the course of her final year at Villa Maria Academy. Students receive support in determining topics and forming “essential questions” about their chosen topics. Under the guidance of mentors, who include alumnae, past and present parents and teachers, and the Senior Capstone moderator, the students research, discuss and apply their knowledge.

Students in the Capstone program have grown in responsibility and in confidence as well as in self-awareness. Hannah Follman ’15 wrote, “I enjoyed getting up every day to watch the interworking of a veterinary hospital and I will forever cherish this experience.” Keeley Washel, a future occupational therapist, said “To my surprise, I ended up loving my time at the nursing home and realized I enjoyed working with that population, even more so than with the children; I am proud of how stepping out of the box led me to realize something about myself and discover an interest that I would have otherwise not known.”

Personally, I often think that I have received the biggest gift from this program: meeting dedicated alumnae and renewing acquaintances with so, so many former students. I credit three accomplished and generous Villa Marians for helping to make this program such a success. Early in September 2013, Mary Jane Raymond, ’78, a CFO in Pittsburgh; Sue Magargee, ’78, a pediatrician with a demanding practice; and Stephanie Deviney, ’90, a busy lawyer with a young son, eagerly embraced the Capstone initiative. They understand the importance of networking, and they knew that our alumnae were eager to connect to our current students. And so the Capstone program was launched.

The Class of 2015 benefitted from the expertise of more than 40 alumnae, representing five decades, who served as research mentors and/or provided career shadowing opportunities. Many of the alumnae have participated in the Capstone program both years, and have opened doors to hospitals and pharmacies; innercity schools and construction trailers; advertising brainstorming sessions and product testing laboratories; autopsy rooms and back stages of theatres. Our alumnae research mentors have guided our students via Skype and email from California and Nashville. Students have shadowed in Malvern and Paoli, but have also traveled to Baltimore, New...
York, Washington, D.C., California and Italy, connecting with former graduates and relatives.

One of Villa’s belief statements asserts, “Education empowers students to contribute to the community through service to others.” The VMA alumnae have certainly learned the meaning of the phrase “service to others.” By joining with our present students, they have not only modeled service, but have provided a glimpse of the future for our seniors. If you are interested in becoming a research mentor or can provide a career shadowing opportunity for one of the members of the Class of 2016, please contact Mrs. Rosemarie Coghlan at rcoghlan@vmahs.org.

Taylor Winslow ’15 shadowed with Dr. Sue Magargee ’78 at her CHOP practice.

Students in Malawi give their Malvern counterparts a shout out with a Villa magnet.

Photo courtesy of Lauren Bohn and Zoe Fox

### Alumna’s SchoolCycle Program Distributes Bikes to Malawian Girls

Last December, in partnership with the United Nations Foundation’s Girl Up program, Lauren Bohn ’05 and colleague Zoe Fox launched SchoolCycle, an initiative to provide bikes for Malawian girls who often drop out of school because of prohibitively long walking distances. The team raised more than $100,000 to bring wheels to 550 girls. In September 2015, they began distributing bikes to excited students. Lauren had visited Villa Maria in January, and the school made a donation to the program. In thanks, Lauren sent the photo above, featuring a Malawi student with a Villa car magnet.

Girl Up plans to expand SchoolCycle, and will announce the next target country at the end of November 2015.

Kiersten McDonald ’15 (right) shadowed Fox 29 reporter Jennaphr Frederick (left).

Students in Malawi give their Malvern counterparts a shout out with a Villa magnet.

Photo courtesy of Lauren Bohn and Zoe Fox

Read more at bit.ly/SchoolCycleGirls. See more photos at instagram.com/laurenontheroad.

Kiersten McDonald is Villa Maria’s Dean of Students and head of the Senior Capstone Program

Lauren Bohn ’05 (right) goes for a spin with the girls on their new bikes.

Photo courtesy of Lauren Bohn and Zoe Fox
Alumnae and Faculty Participate in Papal Visit

Pope Francis came to Philadelphia for the World Meeting of Families in September, and Villa Marians of all stripes made the most of this local visit. Many members of the faculty and student body attended the Papal Mass and other events downtown, braving the crowds and transportation challenges. Some participated more directly, organizing, fundraising, singing and speaking.

Helen Alvaré Duggan ’78 (above center), a George Mason University Law School professor, was a keynote speaker at the World Meeting of Families in Philadelphia during the week of September 21, 2015. Her speech discussed “Creating the Future: The Fertility of Christian Love.” There were an estimated 12,000 people from around the world listening to Helen as her words were interpreted in French, Italian, Spanish, Vietnamese and American Sign Language simultaneously. Bernadette DelRaso Dougherty ’78 (left) and Peggy Wenke ’79 (right) had front row passes to see Helen speak.

Alumna Travels to Rome with World Meeting of Families Philadelphia Delegation

By Susie Devine Mita ’73

Archbishop Chaput had asked Eustace to consider helping with the World Meeting of Families fundraising. We both prayed about it and, of course, decided that this was an opportunity of great importance to Catholics and all people of faith here in Philadelphia. To host an event like this in Philadelphia was certainly a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for this city and our diocese. God has blessed us abundantly in every way, so whenever we are asked to do something with the potential to do good, we try our best to say yes.

I see Pope Francis as a strong but humble and gentle leader. I think he stands faithfully to the dogma of our Catholic faith without judgement of anyone, and understands wholeheartedly how we all struggle in our lives. Sometimes we may make decisions that we see as the only option and may even regret someday. In short, we are all human. Pope Francis gets that!

As a Catholic in the Philadelphia community, I am excited that he has designated this coming year as the Year of Mercy. I love his words, “Beware of getting comfortable. When we are comfortable, it’s easy to forget other people.” Perhaps as a result of this trip, our community will be more willing to look around, assist more readily those who need our help in our community, and respond to others with more kindness, compassion and mercy to all.

When I anxiously met the Pope for the first time, I immediately was touched by his gaze. He looked right into my eyes and held my hand as I attempted to greet him in Spanish. (Shout out to Sister Patrick, my Villa Spanish teacher). He smiled and all my jitters melted away. I felt his mercy and kindness. It was only a minute or two, but as Eustace and I walked away, I was touched by his one request: “Please pray for me.” It was then that I thought about the enormous responsibilities he has as a premier world leader today. Every word must be carefully chosen to reflect the faith and needs of our church, and yet the good of all mankind. What a great job Pope Francis has done thus far!

Of course, I have tried to pray for him almost every day since.
Patty Baldi Holloway ’73 Reflects on Trip to Rome

Patty Baldi Holloway ’73 and her husband Gary were invited to serve on the Philadelphia Delegation by Archbishop Chaput. They traveled to Rome and were received by the Pope in Vatican City.

Interviewed about their trip over the summer, Patty reflected on how it felt to play a part bringing Pope Francis to Philadelphia and the World Meeting of Families. “It is exhilarating to be a part of this historic event,” she said. “Seeing various walks of faith, numerous socioeconomic backgrounds and diverse groups join together for the World Meeting of Families, combined with a Papal visit, brings the promise of unity, peace and love. Powerful!”

“Pope Francis brings a spirit of forgiveness, acceptance and revival. We saw this first-hand when we visited him at the Vatican in June. The anticipation of his arrival created an excitement that enveloped the crowd. As he entered in the ‘Popemobile,’ everyone roared in unison, creating a feeling of oneness. This is something we will never forget! To be able to have touched his hand was so very special. A calmness was felt immediately and remains with us today. We were excited that so many more Philadelphians would be able to experience his Holiness’ presence! We looked forward to welcoming him to our City of Brotherly Love.”

Singers Chosen for Papal Choirs

Villa Maria faculty, alumnae and students sang for Pope Francis at Masses in the Basilica and on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway.

Faculty member Sister Danielle Therese, IHM, said, “As we entered this awesome journey and experience called the Papal Choir, we were blessed to have been chosen out of 500 who auditioned. This time of preparation was filled with many hours of practice, but oh, how worth it! Those hours led to music beyond words, created by people from all over the diocese. What an opportunity of a lifetime.”

Dottie Martin Toomey ’77, Sister Danielle Therese Teti, IHM, and former faculty Ms. Elaine Zajano at choir practice. Louise Lamb ’79 (not pictured) also sang in the choir.

Singers Olivia Kramer ’16, Jessica Perry ’17, and Sr. Danielle on the parkway

Victoria Gauntner ’18, (right), before Mass on the parkway
HURRICANE WARNING

It’s Time to Play Ball!

Villa Maria opens the Maurene Polley Field

By Kathy McCartney

What a fabulous day! On the sun-drenched morning of Thursday, October 8, the Villa community, faculty, students, and benefactors gathered to celebrate the long-awaited opening of the Maurene Polley Field. Thanks to the efforts and support of so many people this field of dreams became a reality.

The day started with a procession of the student body to mid-field, where they joined the administration and field donors. As a community we did what we do best … we prayed. Father Flynn and team captains led a field blessing service in which we thanked all those responsible for the construction, and prayed for the success and safety of all those who will use the field. We thanked God for the continued support of all our generous benefactors, without whom none of this would be possible.

Embedded in the ceremony was the playing of “Green Tree,” an original composition by our own Anna Wilson ’90, penned and performed just for this project.

The field’s namesake, Maurene Polley, thanked everyone and expressed how humbled she feels to have the field named in her honor. She wished all the VMA athletes luck and hoped that many championships would be celebrated there.

Thanks to the hustle of the construction crews and our facilities staff, the first game was played the next day. The field hockey team took the field for the first time against Merion Mercy. Rain ended the game early with a 3-2 Villa win, but nothing could dampen Villa Maria’s excitement for the new Maurene Polley Field. Generations of Villa soccer, lacrosse and field hockey players will seek to play up to the high standards set by the woman for whom the field is proudly named.

Janet McAleese Coady ’75, Ron and Ryan Polley, Maurene Moore Polley ’64, Sr. Regina Ryan, Maryanne Parsons, and members of the soccer and field hockey teams ceremonially cut the ribbon on the new field.
Sally McClatchy Jeffries ’73

Sally wanted the current Villa girls to understand Maurene Polley’s history with and importance to Villa Maria — in short, the reasons why the new facility is called The Maurene Polley Field. Her speech is reprinted here.

Good morning,

In 1970, as a sophomore, I entered Villa Maria Academy High School. Never would I have ever believed that at that time I was about to meet someone who would change my life forever. Our honored guest, Maurene Polley, was my teacher, my coach, my mentor, and went on to become a lifelong friend. It is my distinct privilege to be here this morning and share with the students, especially the freshmen, a little bit about Mrs. Polley.

Mrs. Polley is a 1964 graduate of Villa Maria. After graduation she played four standout years of field hockey at West Chester University. When she graduated from West Chester, Mrs. Polley came back to Villa, where her legendary story began. She was hired to represent the entire Health, PE, and Athletic Department in a solo role. She taught every class, coached every sport — without assistants — and worked feverishly as Athletic Director to grow this program. And grow it she did! Under her direction, and 46 wonderful years of hard work and determination, we have grown from 3 to 13 varsity and JV sports; and employ no less than 30 coaches and assistants. We have added PIAA district and state affiliations on top of our already competitive Academy League Conference.

In addition to Coach of the Year honors (countless times) from both the Inquirer and Daily Local News, she was also inducted into the National Field Hockey Coaches Association Hall of Fame in 2011. Even more recently she was recognized by West Chester University as they inducted her into the Sturzebecker Hall of Fame. That award is given to a graduate who has brought the college immense pride as both a teacher and coach in the education community. In the next few months Mrs. Polley will add one more induction honor, joining the Chester County Hall of Fame. Lastly, in 2014, I got to personally introduce Mrs. Polley as the unanimous choice for the Theresa Maxis Award, given by the Villa Maria Alumnae Association at their annual luncheon. This award spoke to the person Mrs. Polley is, on and off the field, and how grateful the entire Villa Maria community is for her dedication, service, and love of all things Villa.

But today, Villa Maria is gathering to give Mrs. Polley her own special dedication. Under the direction of Miss Kathy McCartney, her fabulous advancement team, as well as an extremely dedicated Turf It committee, we are finally here.

Mrs. Polley, on behalf of the field hockey, soccer, and lacrosse players who stand before you, we gather to say, “Thank you.” From all the student athletes who have come before them, “Thank you.” For teaching us how to be “winners” as athletes, students, and as human beings, “Thank you.”

Finally, for being the inspiration for this newest addition to the VMA campus, we thank you in the most permanent of ways! Your name will always be a part of us and your legacy will carry on in our hearts for years and years to come. You deserve no less.

It is with great gratitude and pride that I introduce to you the person and the reason we are all standing on this brand new turf field, Mrs. Maurene Polley!
Field construction took place over the summer, and good weather helped keep the project on track. The first game was played on October 9 against Merion Mercy.

1. The student body, faculty, staff and guests assembled on the new field October 8 for a field blessing.
2. VMA principal Sr. Regina Ryan, IHM, past parent Mike O’Rourke, and former VMA principal Sr. Marita Carmel, IHM
3. Maurene Polley ’64 and her assistant coach Janet McAleese Coady ’75
4. Maurene Polley ’64 addresses the assembly
5. Patty Muth Clyde ’64, Elaine Farnese Bistok ’64, Maurene Moore Polley ’64, Ellen Wright Watson ’64, Mary Sharon Rumsey ’74, and Eileen Shinn-Ross ’70
6. Maurene and her husband, Ron Polley, and son, Ryan Polley
A week after the 2014-15 school year ended, nineteen rising seniors and three chaperones boarded a plane to New Orleans for a service trip. Upon arrival at Louis Armstrong International Airport, the trip participants were greeted by their guides from Rustic Pathways. At the base house, everyone was treated to a local meal of Creole jambalaya before taking a walking tour of the famous French Quarter.

The next day, at a visit to the Hurricane Katrina exhibit at the State of Louisiana Museum, students learned how the costliest natural disaster in U.S. history impacted and continues to impact the New Orleans region. The next day the trip participants began working with the St. Bernard Project (SBP), a non-profit organization that was created in 2006 to address the tremendous housing needs after Hurricane Katrina. Ten years after Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans, it is estimated that approximately 6,000 families own homes that they cannot afford to rebuild.

The students and chaperones helped to renovate two homes during their stay. The group painted walls, caulked tile, cut wood for baseboards and window trim, and lay floorboards. The Villa girls were remarkable on the trip. They were performing home construction work in very high temperatures, and they never complained. At night they joined in group discussions, wrote in their journals, and posted their reflections on the group Facebook page. Their enthusiasm was contagious.

During lunch breaks, the girls befriended and played games with children in the neighborhood. During a group discussion after a long day of service, senior Mariana Hoehl remarked, “We came to New Orleans to build houses for the community, but the community gave us a home.”

After finishing the home construction, the students participated in a service project at Second Harvest Food Bank, where they prepared and packed meals for children and the elderly. The trip participants collectively completed over 500 hours of service during their stay in New Orleans.

Students were able to enjoy cultural activities in between service projects. They visited the levees that were rebuilt after the original ones were breached in 2005 during Hurricane Katrina, and learned about the efforts to save the wetlands of the region. They met some alligators during an eco-airboat tour of a swamp, learned about Cajun culture, grooved to jazz at historic Preservation Hall, and visited a restored Creole sugarcane plantation, learning about the lives of both slave owners and slaves.

The trip ended with a visit to a very old tree known as the Tree of Life of New Orleans. The girls encircled the tree and spontaneously recited The Lady of the Highway prayer and sang the Alma Mater. Villa Maria is planning another service trip to New Orleans in June of 2016 for the Class of 2017.
The Chain of Sisterhood Links Two Alumnae Across 20 Years

By Kathy McCartney

In today’s society, we throw words like family and sisterhood around in a very cavalier way. Athletic teams are referred to as family. The CEOs of giant companies call their employees family members. Well, last week I got a glimpse into a true sisterhood, the Villa Maria sisterhood. I had the extreme pleasure of having lunch with Linda DeMeglio ’65 and her friend Rosemarie Wells ’45.

The lunch began with a champagne toast to the great school that brought us together, Villa Maria Academy. The ladies then regaled me with tales of the good old days. The story of how they met was fascinating. In 2001, both women were traveling and had a layover at Heathrow Airport in England. Strangers sitting next to each other in the terminal, they struck up a conversation. The two learned they were both from the Philadelphia area and sure enough they realized they had both graduated from “the dearest spot on Earth,” Villa Maria. Since that day they have been great friends.

Rosemarie convinced Linda to attend her 45th class reunion at the annual Alumnae Luncheon and Mass, and they both have attended reunions ever since. Again this spring, Rosemarie called Linda to see if she was going to the alumnae luncheon. Although Linda was more than happy to give Rosemarie a ride to the luncheon, this year Rosemarie had to find a different ride home because the wild 50th reunion Class of 1965 continued the celebration long after everyone else went home.

We spent two hours looking at pictures of classmates from 1945 and 1965. We talked about how artificial daisies have replaced the real flowers once used during their days as students for the treasured Daisy Chain ceremony. We spent a lot of time talking about life as a boarder at VMA and how those young women shared a very special and sacred bond. Sure, all the best loved traditions of Villa Maria have been tweaked over the years, but the essence of each has remained unchanged.

Both Linda and Rosemarie were effusive in their praise of the education they received. Their time here was tough but in the end they realized how their Villa education served them well. Linda spent many years as the managing editor of The Daily Times and Rosemarie worked at the University of Pennsylvania. Both women have spent their retirement years traveling the globe. Rosemarie has visited Italy over 45 times!

Sister Carmen Rosa was one teacher that both Linda and Rosemarie remembered fondly. Sister’s quote, “The chain of friendship stretches far, linking days that were with days that are,” really sums up the friendship these two fantastic Villa grads share. While many may use the term sisterhood lightly, the Villa Maria sisterhood can never be underestimated, as demonstrated by two travelers separated by 20 years in age but united by one singular achievement … graduating from Villa Maria Academy.
Class Notes

Keep in touch! Tell us your news, update your contact information, or send a photo on our Class Notes page at www.vmahs.org/alumnae/class-notes. And sign up for our monthly e-newsletter The Villa Marian to stay up to date on happenings around campus and with our alumnae.

**VMA 50s**
Delia Ann Murphy Schmidt ’58 and her husband, Werner, celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in Hawaii in February.

**VMA 60s**
Marj Connor Dutilly ’67 is an Associate Conductor with the Jacksonville Symphony Youth Orchestra, directing the Foundation Strings I group. She also directs the Faith Christian Academy string orchestra in Fernandina Beach, FL. Marj is one of four siblings who attended VMA and fondly remembers Music Camp during the summers!

**VMA 70s**
Dottie Martin Toomey ’77 and Louise Lamb ’79 both auditioned for the Papal Choir and made the cut! They sang at the Papal Mass during the World Meeting of Families Week in Philadelphia, PA on September 27th in front of Pope Francis. Current Villa faculty member, Sister Danielle and former faculty member, Elaine Zajano were also part of the choir.

**VMA 80s**
Linda Henderson ’84 reports that after seven years in North Carolina, she is back in our area, working remotely for the North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics’ Distance Education and Extended Programs division. She will be teaching two sections of AP Calculus AB/BC online and writing curriculum for the state.

**VMA 90s**
Emily O’Connor ’91 is an Assistant Supervisor for Event Operations, living in North Hollywood, California. She travels frequently to New York City for work. Her most recent large events were the AIDS Walks in New York, LA and San Francisco, as well as the upcoming New York City Marathon.

Julie O’Konski Jadlocki ’93 has been educating herself in the areas of canine behavior, therapy and training over the past decade. She specializes in the field of agility. She completed her certification by the Animal Behavior College (ABC) in the fall of 2009, and has earned numerous agility titles in competition. Julie operates Good Dogma Canine Behavior Therapy and Education, offering private in-home consultation and instruction for dogs and their owners.

Kathleen Beyer ’93 was married on September 5, 2015 to John Politsky. Friends from Villa Maria were there to celebrate the special day: Karina Almansa Reuter ’93, MaryAnne Shrader Essl ’93 and Krystn Mundy ’93. The couple is looking forward to a December honeymoon in Bali, Indonesia.

**Future Villa girl Margot Bailer**

Julie O’Konski Jadlocki ’93

Kathleen Beyer ’93 and husband John Politsky

Katie Hewes Bailer ’97 and her husband, Matt, were overjoyed to welcome their fourth child into their family on September 12th. A baby girl, Margot Bailer, joins two big brothers and an older sister.
Theresa Rodichok Bates ’99 and her husband Rob were thrilled with the arrival of their first son, Andrew. Congratulations to the beautiful new family!

Deidre Ruley Person ’95 began a new program through her company StudioDee: GIRLS Institute Resilient and Unstoppable. The six-week empowerment program meets once a week to educate, inspire, and develop girls morally, mentally and physically, and foster the advancement of our female youth. Weekly topics include leadership, nutrition, body image, self-defense, confidence building, yoga and meditation.

VMA 00s

Aimee Kerr ’00 married Dave Alven in October 2014 and the couple reside in Philadelphia. She received her Masters of Science in Arts Administration this past March, and recently became Special Events Manager for the American Red Cross of New Jersey.

Lindsey Lance DiValerio ’00, her husband, Chuck, and big sister, Lilah, welcomed little sister, Julia, to the world at the end of August. Congratulations to the growing family!

Helen Ryan Dobrowski ’01 has been working in documentary film since 2007, primarily at Sarah Colt Productions, a production company contracted by WGBH, the local PBS station, to produce historical documentaries for their flagship series American Experience. Helen is the co-producer of the series, Walt Disney-He Made Me Believe, which aired on September 14 and 15, about the complex life and enduring legacy of Walt Disney.

The film features rarely seen footage from the Disney archive, scenes from his greatest films, interviews with biographers, animators and artists who worked on his early productions, as well as the designers who helped turn his dream of Disneyland into reality.

Morgan Collins Bush ’03, former Villa Maria science teacher, gave birth to son Calvin Lewis on June 1. This is her third child. She lives in Downingtown, Pennsylvania and teaches at Downingtown West High School.

Kaitlin Gula Dwyer ’03 and her husband, Connor, welcomed their first baby, Emma, to the world in early August.

Jenna Astarita ’04 married Michael DiMaggio at Sacred Heart Church in Boston, Massachusetts. Meghan Duffy ’04, Tanya Keenan ’04 and Liz Albertus Purtill ’04 were bridesmaids. Many other Villa girls were there to celebrate the big event. The couple is enjoying married life in Boston.

Meghan Duffy ’04, Tanya Keenan ’04, bride Jenna Astarita DiMaggio ’04 and Liz Albertus Purtill ’04

Kellie Rados ’05 has been awarded a fellowship in the Creative Design MBA Program at Philadelphia University. She is working for DMG in Greenville, Delaware and is conducting research for the Dean of the Business School.

In early May, Kelly Wolf ’05 and Greg Baldwin were married in Philadelphia in a beautiful ceremony downtown. There to help her celebrate were several Villa classmates: Catherine Gendel Plank ’05, Kelly Broderick ’05, Ashley Nelson Jonasson ’05 and Ashley Lopuski ’05. Congratulations to the new couple!
Ashley Nelson Jonasson ‘05, her husband, Bryan and son, Tyler were thrilled when new baby brother Dylan Robert blessed their family on July 17. The couple recently relocated from Florida to Boston, Massachusetts.

Brittany Campli ‘05 got quite the surprise in August at a Darius Rucker concert when boyfriend Adam proposed to her during one of the band’s songs. Her sister, Christy ‘11, was also there to help the moment go off without a hitch. The couple lives in Ohio where they coach a high school rugby team together, and Brittany works as a supply chain manager for Nabisco. They plan to be married in Philadelphia next fall.

Mary Kate DeLong ‘05 married Christopher Rachfel on August 22nd. Among her wedding party were Villa grads and sisters, Matron of Honor Marta Cookson ‘01 and Maid of Honor Margaret DeLong ‘07. Bridesmaids included Colleen Kropp ‘05 and Morgan Connell ‘05. Her mom, Kathleen Shields DeLong ‘75, and 2005 classmates Jen Halterman, Alicia McCabe, Caitlin Kunda, and Caroline Shilgen, were also in attendance. Mary Kate is a pediatric oncology nurse at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP), and is studying in a Pediatric Acute Care nurse practitioner program at Penn.

Carolyn Selvig ‘06 was married on June 27 to Kyle Murphy at St. John Chrysostom in Wallingford. The reception was at the Ballroom at the Ben in downtown Philadelphia. Among her bridesmaids was Villa classmate Maggie Cosgrove ‘06. Carolyn and her husband share a home in Coatesville, Pennsylvania. She is pictured walking down the aisle with her father and former Villa history teacher, Mike Selvig.

Catherine Wisniewski ‘09 is currently in Africa after joining the Peace Corps. She is stationed in the small village of Nqutu, where she is helping with AIDS outreach and teaching boys 6th grade science. Cathy had to learn Zulu and pass a test before going abroad. She lives in a single hut without running water and has been providing support to the villagers since January 2015. She will continue her work through April 2017. Cathy has an undergraduate degree in Nutrition and a Masters in Public Health.

Mary Kate DeLong Rachfal ‘05 and friends

Bridget Higgins ‘07 became engaged to her Penn State University sweetheart Andrew Cording on April 17. An October 2016 wedding is planned.

Amy Gray Kelly ‘06 and her husband, Matt, gave birth to Madison Mae on August 24. The newborn girl was 6lbs, 14 oz and 20.5 inches long. Welcome baby Madison!

Mary Kate DeLong Rachfal ‘05 and friends

Madison Mae Kelly

VMA 10s

Katie ‘08, Christina ‘10 and Olivia ‘13 Fow

Katie ‘08 and Christina ‘10 Fow took some time off to visit sister, Olivia ‘13, who is studying for a semester (June to November) at Lincoln University outside of Christchurch, New Zealand. She is a Landscape Architecture major and junior at University of Rhode Island. Among the many adventures the sisters booked were a stop in Bora Bora, kayaking in the Milford Sound and zip lining in Queenstown, New Zealand.
Alyson McGonigle ’10

Alyson McGonigle ’10 was nominated for the 2015 NCAA Woman of The Year award as a Track & Field athlete for The University of Richmond. This award honors graduating female college athletes who distinguished themselves throughout their careers in academics, athletics, service and leadership. In her career for the Spiders, Alyson earned six Atlantic 10 Championships. Her passion for service was evident in her participation with adults with Down Syndrome and Little Sisters of the Poor Home near campus.

Emily Cable ’11

Emily Cable ’11, traveled with Yale’s Track and Field team to Ireland and the UK, where Yale and Harvard created a single team to face off against the combined forces of Oxford and Cambridge in a storied competition, first held in 1894. The Yale-Harvard squad has not lost the quadrennial meet since 1993. Emily finished first in the 400m race, and second in the 200m.

Maggie Wisniewski ’11

Maggie Wisniewski ’11 is studying at Northeastern University with the intention of being Pre-Med. In May, she shadowed a cardiologist for the summer in Cape Town, South Africa. She was able to visit her sister, Catherine ’09, who has been stationed in Africa as a member of the Peace Corps.

Lauren del Valle ’12

Lauren del Valle ’12 is a senior at Hofstra University whose fellowship at Carnegie-Knight News21, a national, multi-university reporting initiative headquartered in Arizona University’s Walter Cronkite School of Journalism, led her to an opportunity to travel to Hawaii as part of a journalism investigative team. The four-year Division 1 field hockey player selflessly turned down the chance to go since the team needed another video journalist, which was not in Lauren’s skill set.

As a student-athlete whose coaches say she sets the example for team members to follow and look up to (she is a three-time NFHCA National Academic Squad selection, CAA Commissioner’s Academic Award recipient and Athletic Academic Honor Roll member), Lauren is used to working with different personalities in a highly competitive environment, which helped her make the decision for the greater good of the news team. Lauren was one of only 27 students selected to the News21 team, which has produced major investigative pieces. Lauren has also worked as an assistant news editor at the Chronicle and as a contributing editor for Long Island Report.

Upon graduation in May, Lauren is hoping for an internship with a major media company in NYC, and would like to pursue a career in data-driven investigative journalism.

Lauren Murphy and Katie Tadley

Lauren Murphy and Katie Tadley, classmates from the Class of 2012, bumped into each other this summer. Both are nursing majors, with Lauren attending the University of Pennsylvania and Katie attending Villanova University. This summer, they both worked in the Nurse Externship Program at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP). Lauren worked in the Intensive Care Unit and Katie worked on the Oncology floor. Both women will continue to work at CHOP during their senior year.
In Memoriam

Villa Maria offers its prayers and condolences to the family and friends of the following deceased members of the Villa community. Please keep their families in your prayers.

Barbara Edge Reecamper ’66
John Leary, grandfather of Corine ’09 and Caitlin ’11 Fazio
Thomas Walsh, husband of Mary Pat Montone Walsh ’74
Nicholas D’Alessandro, father of VMA faculty Kara Bielli
Marie Maurizi Iannacone, mother of Marguerite Iannacone Legros ’72
Violet Bakula, great-grandmother of Katie ’13 and Colleen Tressel ’17
Dave Shinn, brother of Eileen Shinn-Ross ’70
Leonard D’Andrea, father of Dr. Marilyn D’Andrea-Spica ’78 and Gloria D’Andrea ’81
Brad Beamesderfer, husband of MaryAnne Colamaio Beamesderfer ’69
Mary T. Leonard, mother-in-law of Veronica Novelli Leonard ’70 and grandmother of Julie Leonard Busta ’04

We Remember
Sister Rose Anthony Spingler, IHM

Sister Rose Anthony returned to Villa Maria just last fall as a Guidance Counselor, after having been a chemistry teacher at Villa from 1973-1978. Her new role allowed her to work with individual students from various years and to share her knowledge and insight with many young women. None were more excited than the alumnae who had shared the classroom and so many wonderful years with Sister Rose Anthony. Her contagious smile, easy laugh, competitive spirit and genuine love for others was unmatched. Sister was called suddenly to the Lord on September 19, 2015. She started her year off at Villa with an infectious energy that will be greatly missed. However, our community believes that Sr. Rose Anthony came back to the “dearest spot on earth” to share her gifts and talents with the people and place she held so close to her heart. Rest in peace, Sister Rose.

UPCOMING REUNIONS
The Class of 1966 is planning their 50th Reunion. Contact Lee Zaions Caracci ’66 at lzc1002@verizon.net for more information.
Report of Philanthropy

Recognizing those who supported Villa Maria Academy from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015
Looking back at giving in 2014-15

We celebrate the generous spirit of our volunteers and donors who made 2014-15 a year of firsts at Villa Maria Academy. We more than doubled our Villa Fund donations, raising over $400,000 to support immediate goals of the Strategic Plan. Some of the new initiatives include:

- **A school van** (above) is in operation, serving students whose home school districts do not provide transportation to VMA.
- **A master site plan** that will provide a detailed roadmap for campus renovations is in the final stages of completion and approval.
- **A learning specialist** has been added to the faculty to provide essential services to all learners.
- The **cafeteria** was enhanced with new menu offerings and signage, including the installation of presentation technology.
- **A network engineer** has been added to support over 30 systems. He assisted with a wifi network update and implemented Airplay in the classrooms over the summer, and is implementing Google Apps for Education over the next several months.

Thank you for helping to sustain this exceptional environment and ensure that Villa Maria Academy is the best place it can be for our students.

---

We make every effort to accurately report on gifts and donations; however, mistakes can sometimes occur. We apologize in advance for any errors or omissions and value your input. Should you have a question about the Annual Report, please contact the Advancement Office at 610-644-2551 x1031, or asinatra@vmahs.org.
Your commitment to the Villa Fund generates possibility for a thriving faculty and student body. With your gift, you join more than 900 alumnae, parents, faculty & staff, grandparents, former teachers, and parents of alumnae who contribute to annual giving each year, helping Villa Maria Academy maintain its rich traditions of innovative teaching and learning, rooted in the IHM Charism of Love, Creative Hope and Fidelity.

We feel blessed to have the trust and support of those donors and volunteers who have made the choice to honor our past and to invest in our future.

**Advisory Board 2014-2015**

Sister Carol Anne Couchera, IHM ’69
Janet McAleese Coady ’75
Stephanie Nolan Deviney ’90
Bernadette Del Raso Dougherty ’78
Sister John Evelyn DiTrolio, IHM
Father Michael Gerlach
Jack Hewes
Sarah Ellen Lenahan
Timothy Maguire
Frank Mattei
Michael McHugh (President)
Patricia O’Donnell
Mary Kay O’Rourke
Mike O’Rourke
Kristina Barbone Parker ’90 (Vice President)
Maryanne Parsons
Chris Perry
Mary Jane Raymond ’78
Eileen O’Malley Spangler ’69
Rob Wermuth
Lou Zecca
Brian Zwaan

**Ex-officio:**
Sister Regina J. Ryan, IHM, Principal

**Participation Rates**
The impact of your participation is valued beyond the dollars because it directly affects what our school and community can accomplish. We celebrate our wonderful Faculty and Staff as well as the Advisory Board for achieving 100% participation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advisory Board</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Parents</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumnae</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty/Staff</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent of Alumnae</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends/Other</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contributions to Villa Maria for 2014-15**

- **Villa Fund**: $408,622
- **EITC & OSTC**: $136,000
- **Fundraising Events**: $229,332
- **Endowment**: $67,586
- **Other**: $340,260

**Contributions Details**

- **Villa Fund**
  - Unrestricted: $327,564
  - Restricted: $36,989
  - Scholarships: $44,069

- **EITC & OSTC**: $136,000

- **Fundraising Events**: $229,332

- **Endowment**: $67,586

- **Other**: $340,260
  - Turf Field: $276,813
  - Turf Event: $12,447
  - Bequests to Programs: $51,000

**Total**: $1,181,800
Villa Maria Academy empowers young women

Average class size 17, with a student to faculty ratio of 7 to 1

32
Clubs and service groups so students can learn outside the classroom

96% of each graduating class is awarded merit scholarships

21
Advanced Placement course offerings

3232
Clubs and service groups so students can learn outside the classroom

96% of each graduating class is awarded merit scholarships

IT ALL ADDS UP

20%
of Villa Fund gifts were under $50

Young alumnae accounted for more than $17,000 in total donations

410
Alumnae gave more than $96,000

1,187 individuals made a donation to Villa Maria Academy

100% Faculty and staff participation in Villa Fund giving

436 Gifts to capital projects and endowed funds

100% Advisory Board participation in the Villa Fund

1,187 individuals made a donation to Villa Maria Academy

436 Gifts to capital projects and endowed funds

100% Advisory Board participation in the Villa Fund

$408,622 in total giving for the 2014-15 fiscal year. THANK YOU!
Honor Roll of Donors

The following pages contain a comprehensive listing of all gifts received by Villa Maria Academy between July 1, 2014 and June 30, 2015. The Honor Roll of Donors gives Villa Maria the opportunity to publicly acknowledge the donors who have actively expressed their support. The students, faculty, staff, administration and alumnae of Villa Maria Academy High School are truly indebted to all benefactors through the years who have made a Villa Maria Academy education possible for thousands of young women.

The IHM Society — Leadership Giving

The IHM charism of Love, Creative Hope, and Fidelity is sustained at Villa Maria Academy High School by the exceptionally generous donations of our lead benefactors. Membership in the IHM Society is open to all who make an annual gift of $1,000 or more. We are grateful to those whose service and commitment have contributed substantially to the health, growth and reputation of Villa Maria Academy.

### Visionaries of the Mission ($25,000+)
- Alexandra Murphy Bruder ’93
- Paul and Janet McAleese ’75
- Coady P ’08 ’11
- Estate of Gerard A. and Marie Hageney GP ’08 ’14
- John and Anna Hewes P ’95 ’97 ’04
- Gary and Patricia Baldi ’73
- Holloway P ’05
- Joseph and Kelly Mullen P ’11 ’16
- Michael and Mary Kay O’Rourke P ’05 ’10 ’12 ’15
- Leo and Maryanne Parsons P ’14
- Mary Jane Raymond ’78
- Nicolas and Norma Romansky P ’03 ’06
- Raymond and Jennifer Walheim P ’12 ’18 ’19

### Founders Society ($10,000+)
- William and Laura Bauer P ’95
- Hunter and Christina Croft P ’18
- Thomas and Gerry Galbally P ’98 ’00
- John and Catherine Garvey P ’09 ’10 ’14
- Hewes-Christi Family Foundation
- Duane and Maribeth Kelly P ’04 ’07 ’11
- Dr. Sara Lally ’90
- John and Linda Lignelli P ’96
- Frank and Susan Mattei P ’14 ’18
- Edward and Linda McAssey P ’07 ’09 ’12
- James and Maria McBride P ’97 ’00 ’04
- Steve and Sheila Meyer P ’17
- William and Tracy Mongan P ’04 ’06 ’08 ’10

### Fidelity Society ($5,000+)
- The Catholic Foundation of Greater Philadelphia
- Communication Test Design, Inc.
- Deborah Dever ’69
- James and Christine Ermer P ’15
- Stephen and Nancy Graham P ’01
- Edward and Mary Joan Liva P ’08 ’13
- Timothy and Colleen Maguire P ’14 ’17 ’19
- Thomas and Denise Malecki P ’15
- Dennis and Rachel McGonigle P ’08 ’10 ’13
- Penn Liberty Bank
- O’Rourke & Sons, Inc.
- Jennifer Durkin Oschell ’92
- United Way GPSNJ
- John and Bonnie Van Grinsven P ’17 ’13 ’17
- Vanguard Group Foundation
- Arthur and Elaine Vellutato P ’19

### Regina Mundi Society ($2,500+)
- William and Joanne Brown ’91
- Bamber P ’17
- G. Joseph and Christine Bendinelli, Jr. P ’11 ’13
- Bentley Systems, Inc.
- Edward and Mary Byrnes P ’05 ’06 ’07 ’13
- Perry and Anna Marie Cozzone P ’17
- John and Gail Dalton P ’08 ’10 ’11 ’15
- Jack and Michele Dickinson P ’18
- Elizabeth Boylan Faulkner ’80
- Stephen Fox P ’18
- Ernest and Jane Gillian P ’17
- Seth Goldblum P ’17 ’19
Karl Hauser and Kathleen McGinty P ’18 ’19
Anthony and Ann Iannacone P ’99
Francis and Jacqueline McArdle P ’15
Joseph and Stacey Naselli P ’16
Robert and Arlene Ruggiero P ’81
Dennis and Mary Simmons P ’14 ’17
Raymond and Kristine Stein P ’16 ‘19
Richard and Colleen Vermeil P ’16
Villa Maria Academy Alumnae Association
Robert and Janie Wermuth P ’12 ’15
Brian and Diane Zwaan P ’05 ’10 ’14

1872 Society ($1,872+)
Daniel and Kathy Ayres P ’18
Susan T. Barry ’80
William and Bernadette Brown P ’18
Christopher and Jacqueline Caniglia P ’18
Stephanie Nolan Deviney ’90
James and Dana Donovan P ’13 ’14
Joseph and Lori Doyle P ’05 ’08 ’10 ’12
Donald and Theresa Ferrari P ’09 ’11
Anita Baldi Gabler ’67
Joseph and Beth Ann Griesser P ’09 ’11 ’12
Jennifer Pinola Gunzenhauser ’87
Sarah Ellen Lenahan P ’13
Edward and Susan Pillarella ’78
Magargee P ’06 ’07 ’10
Charles and Cristina O’Brien P ’17
Bernard and Terri O’Neill
Christopher and Suzanne Perry P ’13 ’15 ’17
James and Bernadette Rogers P ’15
Frederick and Malea Klingelhofer ’78 Scardellette P ’06 ’09
Eric and Lynda Wright P ’15
Richard and Maureen Yelovich P ’08

Marian Society ($1,000+)
3529 West Chester Pike Associates
Richard and Andrea Acciavatti P ’06 ’10 ’13
Angelee Clean, LLC
B & E Sportswear, LP
Alfonso and Michele Baldi III
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Winifred Prendergast Branton ’78
Thomas A. Bruder, Jr.
Joseph and Megan Gallagher ’96
Brunner P ’17
David and Beverly Buckta P ’11 ’18
Patricia Cabrey, Ed.D. ’58
Cater Mechanical, Inc.
MaryAnn Castaldi ’95
Eileen and James Chambers P ’16
Chester County Community Foundation
Robert and Sharon Chevalier P ’14 ’19
Richard and Angela Clark
Rosesmarie Coghlan
Bridget Collins ’87
Barbara Miller P ’12
Lawrence and Leonide DelGatto P ’14 ’15
Nicholas and Denise DiGiulio P ’14 ’18
Rosemary DiRita ’96
Francis and Ellen DiSanti P ’14 ’17
Margaret “Peggy” Igioe Dugan ’65
James and Barbara Dunigan P ’01
Anne Egger ’72
Mary Egger ’70
Emily Farnesi ’00
Peter and Peggie Federico
P ’84 ’85 ’91 GP ’19
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund

Richard and Mary Function P ’16
Patti and John Gattuso P ’18
Jim and Tina Gula P ’03 ’05
Maureen Maguire Hall ’69
Michael and Christine Hennigan P ’15
Diane Wolenski Hernandez ’93
Kimberton Whole Foods, Inc.
Paul and Tracey Klauder P ’18
Kyle and Jane Kramer P ’16
Jolinda Kusy P ’18
Douglas and Wendy Leland P ’16
David Carickhoff and Lisa Lopez-Carickhoff P ’16
John and Judith Lynch P ’10 ’12 ’14
Matthew and Amy Manders P ’15
Margaret Hogan Manning ’60
Virginia Baldi Marks ’76
Joseph and Mary Pat Donohue ’71
Mattson P ’03
John and Eileen McHugh P ’07 ’08 ’09
Eustace and Susanne Devine ’73
Mita P ’01
Lawrence E. and Alison Morgan P ’15
Morrissey Family Foundation
Kevin and Catherine Whalen ’87
Mulqueen P ’17 ’19
Christopher and Nancy Munyan P ’18
Daniel and Patricia Shea ’81
Murphy P ’09 ’12
Anne Marie Murray P ’18
Tim and Marianne O’Shaughnessy P ’03 ’13
John and Elizabeth Papandon P ’18
Patrick and Marie Pendergast P ’12 ’17
Elizabeth Raskob Piazza ’85
Daan G. Polders
Ann DeCorte Pucci ’82
James Paul Rihn
Jay and Therese Rohr P ’16 ’18
Vincent and Linda Schiavone P ’16
Douglas and Linda Siana P ’14 ’16
Dr. Susan Johnston Simmons ’71
Sisters, Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
Jan and John Sloo P ’15 ’18
Cynthia D. Sutera
Kathleen Harris Talamini ’61
Theresa Baldi Toohey ’66
James and Christine Tressel P ’13 ’17
Trusit
George and Rita Tsiaras P ’16
Vanguard Charitable

26 Views of Villa
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academy Circle ($500+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akron Paint &amp; Varnish, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayres Insurance Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Baldino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francee Biondi P '17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Bogusch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee and Eileen Bohs P '10 '16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Mary Beth Bradford P '17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandmuscle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael and Beth Briglia P '09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James and Catherine Butler P '15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel and Nancy Kramer '85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carden P '18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Muth Clyde '64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew and Christine DiNicola '85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costaglolia P '14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ludwina Makowski Cseh '71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS Industries, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne and Carmen Sotorrio '78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curry P '17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmanuel and Kathleen DeMutis P '17 '19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas and Brenda Geary '90 Deitz P '18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Shelley Dinehart P '18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen and Susan DiOrio P '03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary and Elaine DiPietro P '10 '15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Kathleen Dobson P '13 '15 '19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William and Maureen Egan P '06 '07 '12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric and Mary Eichelman P '10 '12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nancy Fan '85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura DiPietro Fiumara '92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina DelVecso Ford '89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox Rothschild, LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph and Jacqueline Funk P '12 '15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim and Helen Gabriele P '18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Donohue '60 Gallagher P '85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlaxoSmithKline Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glennmede Trust Company, N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claus and Claudia Grill P '16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Jennifer Hardie P '15 '16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Young Smiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph and Pauline Heater P '14 '18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian and Sharon Higgins P '07 '10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Christine Hilditch P '16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loyalty Circle ($250+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laura Aceto '03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJS Management Group, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Gail Hastings '80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alessandroni P '15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amsted Industries, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcadia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archmere Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel and Helena Astolfi P '18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey and Mary Bagley P '15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Kane '74 Becker Brown P '15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerard and Maria Becker P '18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald and Lynnette Belej P '15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carole Anne Wallowitch Bene '58 Paul and Marie Berenato, Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark and Lisa Bickert P '15 '17 Kara Bielli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Brogan and Clara Tiburcio-Brogan P '17 '18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| David and Sandra Brune P '16 Steven and Nancy Bick P '16 '18 Megan Burns '84 Lisa Colona Campanale '76 Anne Campbell '60 Anthony and Margaret Carini P '18 Stephanie Carroll '07 Patrick and Rosemary Cassidy P '14 '16 Eva Marie Cekaitis, O.D. '76 Susan Petrarca Cifa '68 Estelle Donohue Cincotta '56 Mary Louise Stemple Cobourn '72 Alexandra Wells Colman '05 Kevin and Stephanie Corneli P '16 Leslie Culp '78 James and Deidre Cushwa P '06 '08 '14 Gregory and Lisa Czyzewski P '11 '14 '18 Samuel and Mary Bea Damico P '09 '16 '19 Data Center Design, Inc. David W. Magnotta General Contracting, Inc. Mary-Ellen Glass Davies '59 Steve and Judy DeFonzo P '14 Frank and Anke DeLone P '08 Gerard and Meredith DiBona P '18 Harry and Crissy DiDonato P '15 '17 Ernesto and Frances DiGenova P '17 Nick and Bernadetta DiLisi, Jr. P '16 John and Janet Burns '74 Dingerdissen P '03 Rao and Anu Donthiini P '16 John and Celeste Dougherty P '06 John and Mary Jean Dougherty P '18 John and Paula Dudley P '11 '12 Christopher and Kristen Dunn P '16 Educational Services Test Prep Mary Jane Egan '07 Ellen McCaoh Eline '81 Eric's Moving and Storage Marguerite Esmonde Michael and Anne Raymond '82 Eversman P '16 Mary Elizabeth Falcone '85 Emil and Emily Fan P '84 '85 GP '19 Jeanne Oschell Fanelli '89 Field Turf Vincent and Marie Finley P '18 Margaret Cowan Finnegan '64 Marita Donohue Fisher '63 Folsom Tool & Machine, Corp. Patrick and Erin Forde P '16 Melissa Mooney Foy '94 Ted Gaasche P '07 '14 Briden Gallagher '85 Brendan and Mary Gibbons '79 FitzPatrick P '18 Katherine Glaser '98 Pareez Patel Golub '86 Matthew and Laurene Grabill P '16 '18
HONOR ROLL OF DONORS

Mike and Fran Harkness P ’08
Gregory and Maryanne Higbee P ’14 ’16
Helen Hoban ’92
Sara Marie Hoben ’56
Michael and Chrisann Hoehl P ’16 ’18
Kelly Petruno Holloway ’99
Margaret Mascio Hunt ’59
Maria O’Toole Jones ’84
Robert and Theresa Jonik P ’16
Harry Cade and Elizabeth Kanaras-Cade P ’18
Linda Greaney Kassof ’69
Lisa Pillarella Kennedy ’84
Francis and Mary Kenny P ’94 ’97 ’04
Michael and Megan Kimmel P ’19
Thomas and Amy Kovel P ’17
John and Jacqueline Lamb ’82
Krekel P ’12 ’16
Dr. Julia Kamiński Krulla ’97
Kevin and Theresa Kunda P ’05
Paul and Maureen Lesutis
Frank and Mimi Liberi P ’04 ’06 ’15
William and Maria Liney P ’17
Randy and Patricia Sproat ’67
Loeliger P ’98 ’00
Janice Petrella Lynch ’71
MacEiree Harvey, LTD.
Main Line Health
David and Jackie Mak P ’15
Malvern Preparatory School
John and Amy Manta P ’15
George and Stephanie Mantis
Dr. Constance Martin ’65
Mary Anne Wolfe Maxwell ’57
Patricia McCahan ’84
Robert and Heather McCloskey P ’16
William and Christine McDevitt P ’08 ’12
Mary Sheila McGeary ’79
McDonald P ’06 ’11 ’15
Denise Kennedy ’86 McKeon P ’14
Mary Mullin McNamara ’76
John and Ann Marie McShea P ’04 ’09
Charles and Barbara Mengers P ’99 ’02 ’06
The Merck Foundation
Charles and Diane Mooney P ’15
MPC Sales & Consulting
Sean and Catherine Moulton P ’16
Rob and Mary Kay Napoli P ’14
Gwendolyn Niebler and James Harris P ’18
The Notaro Family
Olympic Tool & Machine, Corp.
Eileen O’Malley Spangler ’69
Richard Palmer
Penn National Gaming, Inc.
Robert and Marianne Picinich P ’16 ’17
Robert and Anna Prince P ’18
Marge Potts Puffrey ’59
Rafferty Subaru
Juliana Rava ’09
Arthur Raymond P ’78 ’82 GP ’16
Have 3 Women’s Soccer Team
Ernest Rico and Rachelle Lancelli-Rico P ’12
Lisa Wilson Roberts ’86
Maureen Murphy Roberts ’85
Christine Rosser ’90
Jacqueline Sarcione Ryan ’73
John and Mary Sadlier P ’12 ’15
William and Kathleen Scuttoline P ’96
Cruz and Andreina Sigala P ’17
Harlon Simmons
Kristin Donohue Sims ’90
Dianne Falone Sloane, Esq. ’57
Anthony and Carrie Smith P ’12 ’16 ’18
Debra Smith
Lawrence and Jennifer Spellman P ’17
Karen McGuckin Spofford ’78
John and Denise Staub P ’10
Katrine Pendergast Sutton ’94
Michael and Mary Swanic P ’07
Christopher and Michele DiNicola ’86 Tague P ’17
The Ridener Family Charitable Fund
Dorothy Martin ’77 Toomey P ’03
Joseph and Beth Touey, Jr. P ’11 ’13 ’15
The Ulledici & Anna C. Milani Charitable Foundation
United Way of the Greater Triangle
Timothy and Carroll Valente P ’16
Nancy Veronesi ’72 and Craig Ikert P ’12
Villa Maria Academy Athletic Association
Villa Maria Academy Student Council
VOYA Foundation
Rachel Walla ’06
Patrick and Marian Walsh P ’11
Stephen and Elizabeth Wellman P ’17
Ray and Eileen Wilson P ’12
Philip and Erin English Wisler ’78,
Aubrey Wisler Williams ’05,
Julia Wisler ’11
Robert and Patrice Wright P ’10 ’13
Good Counsel Circle
($100+)
Anonymous
Mary Updyke Abbonizio ’61
ABC Insert Co.
Henry Acchione III P ’17 ’19
Hugo and Adriana Acuna P ’18
Kevin and Kim Agger P ’18
Carol Deegan Albright ’61
Phil and Mary Anastasi P ’02
Kelly O’Hara Anderson ’98
David and Lynda Angelo P ’14
Danielle Antalfy
Brett Armstrong
Jennifer Huey Ashman ’90
Patricia Ryan Audet ’71
Robert and Laura Azarian P ’18
Sarah Bacastow
Patricia Welsh Balko ’75
Helen Kienlen Barrier ’75
Frederica B. Baxter
Dr. Kimberly Wyatt Bay ’87
David and Marybeth Bean P ’04
Lisa Beiduk
Marilynn Bertoldo
Mark and Lynn Bevevino P ’18
Elaine Farnese Bistok ’64
Scott and Nancy Bohn P ’05
Greg and Christina Bokar P ’13 ’16
Mary Kate Boland ’84
Michele Bolles P ’10 ’13
Margaret L. Bolling
Anne Bonner
Janet Koch Boschen ’87
Maritza Blavakis Boucher ’90
Lawrence and Judith Bove
Bracken Agency, Inc.
Laurie Braun
Gloria Brennan
Michelle Brigoli ’98
Amber Buringatto Brogan ’99
Kate Brown
John and Danielle Bruder P ’18
Craig and Jean Burns P ’17
Lisa Sims Byrne ’78
C & V Landscaping
Diego and Linda Calderin P ’14
Christian and JC Callahan P ’17
John and Constance Capaldo P ’00 ’09
Louis Capetola
Capital One Services, LLC
Alfonso and Maria Carandang P ’10
Anne Carmel Carandang ’10
Marianne Pipari Caridi ’64
Anne Carroll ’71
Rosalie Belf Caruso ’58
Felix and Suzanne Castaldi P ’95
GP ’13 ’14
Mary Talone Cavalier ’61
Jessica Chadwin
Sean and Stephanie Challis P ’13
Margaret McGuckin Cheek ’87
Thomas and Kathleen Chevreal P ’16
Stephen and Carmen Chick P ’15 ’17
Eileen Mullarkey Clark ’62
Robert and Fatima Conn P ’09
Brigid Coghlan-Johnson
Stephen and Sharon Colaiacozzi P ’17
Frances Colona ’67
Kathy Connolly ’73
Kathleen Swanick ’82 Connelly P ’07 ’13
Tom and Patricia Connolly P ’18
Patrice Gallagher Connery ’92
Declan Craig
Christopher Carmall and Linda Cruz-Carmall ’78 P ’08
John and Christine Cunningham P ’16
Richard and Teresa Curley P ’05 ’07 ’15
Rachanee Piskai Curry ’88
Diane D’Agostini
Jean Marie Dalton ’46
Maria Daly ’15
Dr. Marilyn D’Andrea-Spica ’78
D’Anjolell Funeral Homes
Andrew and Karen D’Ascenzo P ’12 ’19
George and Lynne Hastings ’83
Davis P ’14
Christine DeBonis
Andrew and Elizabeth Gallagher ’86 Delaney P ’19
Arlene and Delbert Delozier
Deluxe Corporation Foundation
Karen E. DiGiuseppe

Views of Villa
HONOR ROLL OF DONORS

Robert McDonald P ’06 ’11 ’15
Agnes Walsh McEnaney ’56
Carol McGuinn
Kathleen Phillips ’83 McGuire
P ’15 ’17
Madelyne E Kasper McKee ’70
Nancy McKenna
John and Mary Jo McKenzie
P ’00 ’03 ’06
Philip and Cristina McLachlan
P ’18 ’19
Mary Geyer McLaughlin ’81
Kaitlin McLoughlin ’05
Mary O’Brien Menenam ’54
Katie McNichol ’94
Bernadette Prendergast
McPherson ’79
Carol Cortese McRae ’64
Sean and Joanna Melvin P ’17
MGH Partners, LLC
David and Marlis Miller P ’15 ’16
Dean Minuto P ’17
Anthony and Nancy Mirarchi
P ’12 ’19
Mary and Susan Morris P ’17
Lawrence and Susan Morris P ’17
Dr. Anthony Moshkovski
Jeanine Kunz Moss ’58
Mudd, Harrison & Burch, LLP
Christopher and Jeanne Mudrich
P ’16
Robert and Elizabeth Meehan ’49
Mulhen P ’70 ’73 ’77 ’79 ’78
GP ’03 ’06 ’07
Sheila Leber Mullins ’71
Brian and Monica Murphy P ’12 ’14
Kathryn Murphy ’09
Michael and Kathleen Murphy
P ’11 ’14
Thomas and Kathy Murphy P ’85
Kenneth and Karen Myers P ’15
Gregory and Therese Nazikul
P ’11 ’13
Lisa Montone Nederostek ’75
Matthew and Victoria Negro P ’16
Joe and Rosie Nicholas P ’98
Meghan Nolan ’01
Melissa Norman
Allison Novak ’07
Kathleen O’Brien ’90
Kevin and Holly O’Connell P ’18
Charles and Renee O’Donnell P ’18
William and A. Deborah Donohue
P ’08 ’12
Helen Klein Ross ’72
Halle Learn Ruane ’88
Rachel Todd Ryan ’97
William Saffici
Mary Ann Saleski
Dr. Linda Kerrigan Salvucci ’69
Richard and Perpetua Salvucci
P ’07 ’09 ’11 ’15
Jeffrey and Carol Sander P ’15 ’18
Nancy C. Sarcione
Ralph and Kristen Everlof ’81
Saturno P ’07
Courtney Scardellette ’06
Kristen Scardellette ’09
Theresa Cleveland Scheurle ’03
Thomas and Judith Schubert
P ’09 ’11
Maureen Lyons Scott ’65
Mike and Pat Selvig P ’06
Regina Dowling Shakin ’85
Kevin and Jacqueline Shanley
P ’12 ’17
Patricia Cleary Shaw ’78
Mark and Susan Shea ’83 Miller
P ’15 ’17 ’19
Henry and Ruthann Gallagher ’69
Shelton III
Michael and Maureen Donohue
’87 Shrade P ’16 ’19
Janet Wenger Smith ’69
Jeffrey and Susan Sobczak P ’09 ’12
Susan McCarthy ’66 Sodaski P ’98
Robert Solomon
Southporte One Condo
Association, Inc.
David and Sharon Spaight
Tad Sperry
Robert and Susan Spielberger P ’17
Spirit United Soccer Club
Megan Grote Stearns ’77
Dennis and Patricia Supplee
Kelley Swanick ’07
Ann McDonald Sylvester ’76
Diane Tasca ’64
Eileen Tenney P ’14
Jean Treisbach
Susan Medoff Tully ’65
Jack and Marguerite Walsh P ’06
Mary Pat Montone Walsh ’74
Vincent and Mary Walsh P ’17
Tess Burigatto Walvoord ’96
Bruce and Janice Warrington P ’16
Elizabeth Weber P ’07
Wells Fargo Community Support
Campaign
Rose Marie Wells ’45
Margaret Wenke ’79, P ’19
Charlene Quinn Whilden ’64
Patricia Williams P ’17
Carol Wlotko
Johanna Wrzesniewski
WSFS Bank
Louis and Marianne Zecca P ’11 ’14
Mark and Kelly Zimmerman P ’17
Elaine McLaughlin Zink ’84
Sarah Zwaan ’10

Blue and White Club ($50+)
Anonymous
Diane Andraka
Charles and Lisa Bosken ’86 Antell
P ’11 ’18
David and Lisa Ballard P ’15

Current Parents

We are grateful to our current parents who actively support our mission here at Villa Maria Academy. In addition to fulfilling their tuition obligation, many volunteer for activities and events. We appreciate their constant support and thank them for their greatest gift to Villa Maria — their daughters.

Here’s how the Parent Classes participated in Villa Fund donations in FY 2014-15.

- Class of 2015 (Senior Class Parents) 48 donors – 48%
- Class of 2016 (Junior Class Parents) 54 donors – 55%
- Class of 2017 (Sophomore Class Parents) 57 donors – 55%
- Class of 2018 (Freshman Class Parents) 66 donors – 62%
- Overall: 225 families donated to the Villa Fund – 56% of total parents. When you include donations to the Endowment, Special Events (FEST & Golf), and donations to the Maureen Polley Field, parent support jumps to 66% of all Villa families!

Thank you!
“Villa has given me the opportunity to meet an array of new people through a combination of academics and extracurricular activities. While junior year presents a challenging course load, both my teachers and my peers are more than willing to lend me a hand. Most importantly, Villa is preparing me for college and, ultimately, my future. The friendly, positive atmosphere helps to promote higher level learning and allows students to participate in the Villa community.”

DanaRose Negro ’16

Rebecca Wentzel ’05
Debra Whitley-Norman
Katharine Williams P ’17
Laurie Nestler Williams ’93
Marianne Wills ’82
Charles and Kelly Wright P ’17 ’19
Miriam Robinson Wright ’86
Justin Zazyczny
Michele Marra Zeller ’71

Hurricane Club (Up to $50)
Anonymous
Advanced Restorative Dentistry of CC, LLC
Ageless Health, LLC
Erin Ahern ’15
Rachel Altschuler
Judith Alu
Carolyn Schoenhut Ansley ’90
Claire Bagley ’15
Robert C. Ballantine
Claire Bagley ’15
Carolyn Schoenhut Ansley ’90
Judith Alu
Carolyn Schoenhut Ansley ’90
Claire Bagley ’15
Robert C. Ballantine
Cara Basso ’15
Anna Beideman ’03
Kris ten Bennett ’15
Jeffrey and Lisa Bevan P ’16
Peter and Lynn Bigelow P ’13
Deborah Goodavage Blayney ’92
Kathryn Bobnak
Nora Bowie P ’16
Jacqueline Brigola ’15
Jenna Brigola ’15
Susan Brizick
Lauren Brown ’97
Mary Catherine Butler ’15
Cecilia Capone P ’16
Lee Zaions Caracci ’66
Ieva Carucci
Frank and Carol Cassidy
Marie Catania
Suzanne Warner Cermignano ’68
Brook Cervini P ’17
Jordan Christopher ’11
Joanne Monzo Colligan ’65
Megan Conrad ’15
Robert and Patricia Timby ’72
Corse P ’03
Sister Carol Anne Couchara, I.H.M. ’69
Joel Crouse
Francis and Anita Cunningham P ’12
Maureen Czelusniak
Nicole Czyzewski ’18
Kerrianne Davies ’15
Karen Davis
Jacqueline Denning
Anthony and Susan DeNunzio
Debra J. deProphetis
Heather McKenzie DeVico ’90
Bernadette DiRita ’02
Katherine DiDonato ’15
Elizabeth DiFilippo ’15
Mark and Michele DiNardo
Gabrielle DiPietro ’15
Kelly Dobson ’15
Kathy Driscoll ’05
Eleanor Palma Duda ’53
Sister Kathleen Dunn I.H.M. ’55
Michelle Dunn ’11
Meaghan Dyal ’15
Cathy Iovanisci Eppe ’77
Emily Ermer ’15
Renee Mansell Fanshawe ’44
Frederick and Roseanne Fantazza ’77
Maria Ferrari ’11
Julianne Ferrie ’14
Eileen Monaghan Ficaro ’98
Jacquelyn Ficco ’15
Julie Fitzgerald
Hannah Folliam ’15
Lois A. Ford
Jenn Fox ’88
Mary Fran Gilloff Frauenheiter ’88
Keeley Frost ’12
Holly Funk ’15
Nicole Ewing Furman ’90
Rita R. Gallagher
Deborah Gallen
Thomas and Claire Geil
Michael and Lisa Geiser P ’17
Eileen Devine Geyer ’54
Julia Giampietro ’15
Jay and Lani Gibson
Dianne Goddard
Pat Glaeber
Elizabeth A. Green
James Green
Nancy Griffith
Virginia Redmond Grover ’50
Madeleine Hardie ’15
James and Tracy Hickey P ’15
Samantha Hickey ’15
Joyce Murphy Hiemenz ’63
James and Theresa Holyoke P ’18
Dr. Jennifer Horan
Cecilia Horchos ’15
Nancy L. Hranek
Amelia Iacobucci ’15
Maureen Irwin
Amy Keggovits
Susanne Kergides
Barbara Kessler
Linda Kessler
Steven and Patricia King
Olive Kramer ’16
Suzanne Krepelka ’12
Shannon Lance ’02
Lisa Lapeire
Emily Legaard ’15
Johanna Lenahan ’15
Yilin Liu ’15
Catherine Iannaccone Longto ’99
Bruce and Christine Lucarelli P ’16
Anne G. Lucas
Ann Kelly Lupoli ’78
Marc Luty
Kathleen McCans Lynam ’67
Marianne Mack ’80
Caroline Mackrides ’15
Erik Magnus
Margaret Malecki ’15
Abigail Mallon ’14
Greg and Maggie Hewes Mallon ’04
Rebecca Mallon ’13
Kathleen Manta ’15
Rita T. Marinelli
Dominic Mastrangelo
Sister Marie Claire Matsinger, I.H.M.
Jill Mayer ’64
Mother Helen Loretta McAdams, I.H.M.
Joanne McBride
Terence and Patricia McCabe, Sr.
Frances McGarvey
Brenna McGuire ’15
Lynn McGuirk
Sheila Murphy McLaughlin ’70
Noel and Eileen Melhorn
Joan Amadio Mercer ’72
Eileen F. Milliken
Dustin Mintzer ’15
Kathleen Mooney ’15
Elizabeth Morgan ’15
Christen Moribondo ’12
Jude Moribondo ’08
Kelly Mulhern ’17
Maureen Murphy P ’17
Natalie Murray
Alyssa Myers ’15
Catherine Napoli ’14
Kate Nasuti
Joan Beechwood O'Donnell ’54
Madison Olenzak ’15
Clare O'Rourke ’15
Kellie O’Rourke ’12
Ryan O’Rourke ’18
Robert and Mary Ostoich P ’09 ’11 ’15
Heather Oswald ’96
Mary Paolantonio ’06
Meredith Parker ’91
Katherine Macario Pault ’70
Anne Perry ’15
Loreta Chirico Perthes ’66
Allan and Marion Peterson
Sharon Connor Pierce ’65
Jeanne Pless
Rene Muth Portland ’71
John Prichard, Jr.
Robert and Rosa Quaglia P ’13
Donna Bertolini Ramage ’72
Richard and Deborah Ratner P ’15

32 Views of Villa
Besides the tireless hours of time and energy committed to the students, our fabulous faculty and staff stepped up together to achieve 100% participation this year. We are grateful to the following faculty and staff members, both current and former, who graciously supported Villa Maria Academy.

Anonymous
Mary Anastasi P ’02
Diane Andraka
Sarah Bacastow
Lisa Beiduk
Kara Bielli
Kate Brown
Alicia Verbrugghe Carey ’99
Marabeth Cartwright
Suzanne Castelluccio
Jessica Chadwin
Rosemarie Coghlann
Declan Craig
Joel Crouse
Karen Davis
Catherine De Paulo
Jacqueline Denning
Sister Kathleen Dunn I.H.M. ’55
Maureen Egan P ’06 ’07 ’12
Mary Eichelman P ’10 ’12
Marguerite Esmonde
Maria Faragulli
Megan Boland Filipowicz ’95
Julie Fitzgerald
Teresa Friedrichsen
Phil Genther P ’00
Dianne Goddard
Betsy Griffing
Nancy Griffith
Dr. Jennifer Horan
Sally McClatchy Jeffries ’73
Amy Keglovits
Leah Kim
Kirstin Kramer ’01
Ronald Lance P ’00 ’02
Sister Anne Marie Lavan, I.H.M.
Cheryl Leonhardt P ’13
Marci Luty
Erik Magness
Maggie Hewes Mallon ’04
Patricia Markowski
Sister Marie Claire Matsinger, I.H.M.
Mary Pat Donohue ’71 Mattson P ’03
Sister Helen Loretta McAdams, I.H.M.
Kathleen McCartney
Jennifer McCulloch
Lynn McGrirk
Mary Jo McKenzie P ’00 ’03 ’06
Philip and Cristina McLachlan P ’18 ’19
Jeanne McNamara P ’17
Belen Medina-Mendoza
Dr. Anthony Mosakowski
Mary Kay Napoli P ’14
Melissa Norman
Angela O’Reilly P ’08 ’10 ’13
Marguerite Paolantonio P ’04
Maureen Moore Polley ’64
Lisa Wilson Roberts ’86
Sister Regina Ryan, I.H.M.
Elizabeth Donze Sandberg ’01
Linda Schweitzer
Mike Selvig P ’06
Catherine Sheehan
Harlon Simmons
Ann Sinatra
Debra Smith
Sister Mary Smith, I.H.M.
Sister Rose Anthony Spingler, I.H.M. (deceased)

We are also grateful to these friends who offer music instruction to our students and who supported the Villa Fund:

Kathryn Bobnak
Susan Brizick
Ieva Carucci
Dominic Mastrangelo
Elizabeth Donze Sandberg ’01
Jayne Sass GP ’18
Shea Sherato ’15
Bernard C. Schiefer
David and Linda Schweitzer
Michael and Theresa Shackleford P ’16
Julianne Ritter Shawaryn ’89
Catherine Sheehan
Catherine Dansereau Shelsy ’56
Joseph and Linda Shikorsky P ’17
Richard Skoniczyn
Catherine Sloat ’15
Sister Mary Smith, I.H.M.
Kathleen McNichol Snoker ’64
Kevin and Pamwise Snyder P ’13
Barbara Coyle Stanton ’63
Brittany Staub ’10
Kathleen Schell Straub ’65
Gertrude Lisi Street ’54
Carol Sweeney
Kaelyn Barr Taylor ’03
Brittany Thompson
Alan Tomaszewski
Caitlin Touey ’15
Karin Tunnell
Glenn Unterberger
Katie Vida
Villa Maria Academy Student Fundraising
Christine McLaughlin Wendt ’67
Anne Wermuth ’15
Carol Gallagher Wiig
Linda Romano Wiley ’65
James and J. S. Wolfe
Kelly Wright ’15
Veronica Zambrone
Elizabeth Malave-Hill Zecca ’95
Kristen Dingelidisen Zimmerman ’03
Marlene Zimmerman P ’15
Rosemary Zwaan

#GivingTuesday™

Thanksgiving...Black Friday...Cyber Monday...

We have a day for giving thanks, followed by a few days to get a head start on Christmas shopping. Now, we have #GivingTuesday, a global day dedicated to giving back. Thousands of charities participate in Giving Tuesday and we hope you’ll join in with a gift or pledge to Villa Maria Academy on Tuesday, December 1, 2015. Your donation that day will be matched by a generous Villa donor so please join the Villa community for one common purpose: to celebrate generosity and to give back.
Alumnae Gifts

A gift from a graduate speaks to Villa Maria Academy’s future. It portrays the preparation she received and her desire to make sure our current students have an even better experience. We are grateful for the commitment the alumnae have to Villa and invite all graduates to consider a future investment to assist in creating an environment of excellence in education.

Class of ’41
Participation rate: 50%
Celeste Fischer Kalina ’41

Class of ’44
Participation rate: 21%
Renee Mansell Fanshawe ’44
Jeannette McLaughlin McGreevy ’44
Marilyn Defren McDonough ’44

Class of ’45
70th Reunion
Participation Rate: 20%
Rose Marie Dalton ’45

Class of ’46
Participation Rate: 18%
Jean Marie Dalton ’46
Catherine Hetherington Love ’46

Class of ’48
Participation Rate: 25%
Rose Lynam Gillard ’48
Eileen Agnes Lynch ’48

Class of ’49
Participation Rate: 10%
Elizabeth Meehan Mulhern ’49

Class of ’50
65th Reunion
Participation Rate: 17%
Virginia Redmond Grover ’50
Sister Joan Kelly, I.H.M. ’50

Class of ’52
Participation Rate: 8%
Sister Margaret John Kelly, DC ’52

Class of ’53
Participation Rate: 5%
Eleanor Palma Duda ’53

Class of ’54
Participation Rate: 21%
Eileen Devine Geyer ’54
Mary O’Brien McMenamin ’54
Joan Beechwood D’Onnell ’54
Gertrude Lisi Street ’54

Class of ’55
60th Reunion
Participation Rate: 17%
Sister Kathleen Dunn, I.H.M. ’55
Catherine Rumbarger Peters ’55
Patricia Kelly Reilly ’55
Mary Anne Bolton Walsh ’55

Class of ’56
Participation Rate: 15%
Estelle Donohue Cincotta ’56
Sara Marie Hoben ’56
Agnes Walsh McEneaney ’56
Catherine Dansereau Shelsy ’56

Class of ’57
Participation Rate: 7%
Mary Anne Wolfe Maxwell ’57
Dianne Falone Sloane ’57

Class of ’58
Participation Rate: 15%
Carole Anne Wallowitch Bene ’58
Patricia Cabrey ’58
Rosalie Belfi Caruso ’58
Kathleen Kilcourse Manning ’58
Jeannine Kunz Moss ’58

Class of ’59
Participation Rate: 19%
Patricia Purcell Barnes ’59
Diana Devlin Brennan ’59
Mary-Ellen Glass Davies ’59
Jo-An DelVacchio ’59
Margaret Mascio Hunt ’59
Barbara Murray O’Connell ’59
Margaret Potts Pulfrey ’59

Class of ’60
55th Reunion
Participation Rate: 11%
Anne Campbell ’60
Rita Schaeffer Caspar ’60
Susan Donohue Gallagher ’60
Joanne Rossi Kearney ’60
Margaret Hogan Manning ’60

Class of ’61
Participation Rate: 15%
Mary Updyke Abbonizio ’61
Carol Deegan Albright ’61
Mary Talone Cavalier ’61
Catherine Mc Nabb Graves ’61
Patricia Gibbons Magill ’61
Faith Connor Murray ’61
Kathleen Harris Talamini ’61

Class of ’62
Participation Rate: 15%
Joaanne Centanni ’62
Eileen Mullarkey Clark ’62
Mary Flanagan Duzy ’62
Judith Zetsky Gallagher ’62
Kathleen McDonough Liberace ’62

Class of ’63
Participation Rate: 10%
Rose Marie Torelli Dalton ’63
Mary Anne Burns Duffy ’63
Marita Donohue Fisher ’63
Joyce Murphy Hiemenz ’63
Barbara Coyle Stanton ’63

Class of ’64
Participation Rate: 35%
Elaine Farnese Bistok ’64
Marianne Pipari Cardis ’64
Patricia Muth Clyde ’64
Theresa Walmsley DiPaolo ’64
Margaret Cowan Finnegan ’64
Eileen Doyle Javers ’64
Jill Mayer ’64
Carol Cortese McRae ’64
Ellen Speitel Meyers ’64
Maureen Moore Polley ’64
Patricia A. Reilly ’64
Kathleen McNichol Snooker ’64
Diane Tasca ’64
Carol Ellis Tomlinson ’64
Lucy Dinda Tucker ’64
Ellen Wright Watson ’64
Charlene Quinn Whilden ’64

Class of ’65
50th Reunion
Participation Rate: 44%
Melissa Rumbarger Bissell ’65
Joanne Monzo Colligan ’65
Carol Walsh Colonello ’65
Linda DeMeglio ’65
Margaret Igoe Dugan ’65
Marie Mercaldo Frankiewicz ’65
Stephanie Lisi Gagliardi ’65
Sister Sheila Galligan, I.H.M. ’65
Karen Fusco Garvey ’65
Eileen Henry Haun ’65

View of Villa
Mary Colona Hefton ’65
Lynn Bonder Knapp ’65
Geraldine Horan Maloney ’65
Constance Martin ’65
Nancy Masino ’65
Eleanor Lichman Murray ’65
Sharon Connor Pierce ’65
Marie Louderback Poliﬁko ’65
Maureen Lyons Scott ’65
Janet Shillinger Stapleton ’65
Kathleen Schell Straub ’65
Susan Medoff Tully ’65
Linda Romano Wiley ’65

**Class of ’66**
*Participation Rate: 14%*
Lee Zaions Caracci ’66
Frances Giordano ’66
Joan Langan ’66
Loreta Chi rico Perthes ’66
Susan McCree sh Sodaski ’66
Judith Jones Thompson ’66
Theresa Baldi Toohey ’66

**Class of ’67**
*Participation Rate: 30%*
Janet Koch Boschen ’67
Frances Colona ’67
Laurie Sabol Coventry-Payne ’67
Anita Baldi Gabler ’67
Regina Camptelli Jewell ’67
Nancy Donovan Kovatis ’67
Patricia Sproat Loeliger ’67
Kathleen McCans Lynam ’67
Rosemary Marchesani ’67
Andrea Stranick McDonald ’67
Eileen Murphy McKee ’67
Rosemary Casey Peterson ’67
Marybeth Fink Rhodesie ’67
Christine McLaughlin Wendt ’67

**Class of ’68**
*Participation Rate: 9%*
Suzanne Warner Cormignano ’68
Susan Petrarca Cifa ’68
Maryann Totaro Duffy ’68

**Class of ’69**
*Participation Rate: 18%*
Sister Carol Anne Couchara, I.H.M. ’69
Deborah Dever ’69
Josephine Fogliano Gudowicz ’69
Maureen Maguire Hall ’69
Linda Greaney Kassof ’69
Eileen O’Malley Spangler ’69
Patricia Petrella Pegeron ’69
Linda Kerrigan Salucci ’69
Ruthann Gallagher Shelton ’69
Janet Wenger Smith ’69

**Class of ’70**
*45th Reunion*
*Participation Rate: 19%*
Patricia Baurley Dunn ’70
Anne Egger ’70
Mary H. Egger ’70
Veronica Novelli Leonard ’70
Madelyne E Kasper McKee ’70
Sheila Murphy McLaughlin ’70
Denise Marra McNeill ’70
Susan Gerhart Miller ’70
Kathleen O’Brien ’70
A. Deborah O’Hara ’70
Katherine Macario Pault ’70

**Class of ’71**
*Participation Rate: 20%*
Patricia Ryan Aubel ’71
Anne Carroll ’71
Ludwina Makowski Cseh ’71
Janice Petrella Lynch ’71
Mary Pat Donohue Mattson ’71
Sheila Leber Mullins ’71
Elizabeth Vain Pinelli ’71
Maureen Muth Portland ’71
Susan Johnston Simmons ’71
Michele Marra Zeller ’71

**Class of ’72**
*Participation Rate: 24%*
Mary Louise Stemple Cobourn ’72
Patricia Timby Corse ’72
Susan O’Donnell Fisher ’72
Mary Ellen O’Neill Golden ’72
Michelle Kane ’72
Barbara Zaber Mancini ’72
Ellen McDonnell, Ph.D. ’72
Joann Amadio Mercer ’72
Donna Bertolini Ramage ’72
Helen Klein Ross ’72
Nancy Veronesi ’72

*A anonymous gift was made on behalf of the members of the Centenary Class of 1972 to achieve 100% Class participation.*

**Class of ’73**
*Participation Rate: 19%*
Kathryn Connelly ’73
Patricia Baldi Holloway ’73
Sally McClatchey Jeffries ’73
Patricia Mulhem Loughran ’73
Laura DellRaso Melvin ’73
Susanne Devine Mita ’73
Jan Presto Patrick ’73
Jacqueline Sarcione Ryan ’73
Mary Lynn Waclawksy Shanahan ’73

**Class of ’74**
*Participation Rate: 15%*
Christine Kane Becker Brown ’74
Janet Burns Dingerdissen ’74
Mary Jeanne Lindinger Olsen ’74
Mary McDonald ’74
Maryann Bratun Redington ’74
Regina Murphy Tosto ’74
Mary Pat Montone Walsh ’74

**Class of ’75**
*Participation Rate: 21%*
Patricia Welsh Balko ’75
Helen Kienlen Barrier ’75
Janet Mc Aleese Coady ’75
Kathleen Shields DeLong ’75
Mary Beth Kramer ’75
Christine Stemple Meagher ’75
Cynthia Del Sordo Moribondo ’75
Lisa Montone Nederostek ’75
Kathleen Pannese ’75
Lisa Meson Springer ’75

**Class of ’76**
*Participation Rate: 21%*
Mary Pat Montone Walsh ’76
Regina Murphy Tosto ’76
Mary Pat Montone Walsh ’76

**Class of ’77**
*Participation Rate: 15%*
Maryann Totaro Duffy ’77
Linda Romano Wiley ’77

**Class of ’78**
*Participation Rate: 24%*
Mary Louise Stemple Cobourn ’78
Patricia Timby Corse ’78
Susan O’Donnell Fisher ’78
Mary Ellen O’Neill Golden ’78
Michelle Kane ’78
Barbara Zaber Mancini ’78
Ellen McDonnell ’78
Ann Kelly Lupoli ’78
Susan Pillarella Magargee ’78
Deborah Nagle ’78
Mary Jane Raymond ’78
Marguerite McTear Reisch ’78
Valerie Ferry Sarmento ’78
Mala Kringelhoeffer Scar dellette ’78
Patricia Cleary Shaw ’78
Karen McCuckin Spofford ’78
Erin English-Wisler ’78

**Class of ’79**
*Participation Rate: 16%*
Mary Lourdes Gibbons ’79
Michele Keough ’79
Elizabeth Klinges ’79
Helen Kane Kuroki ’79
MarySheila McGarvey McDonald ’79
Bernadette DellRaso Dougherty ’79
Ellen O’Dwyer Epps ’79
Eileen Montone Kenney ’79
Ann Kelly Lupoli ’79
Susan Pillarella Magargee ’79
Deborah Nagle ’79
Mary Jane Raymond ’79
Marguerite McTear Reisch ’79
Valerie Ferry Sarmento ’79
Mala Kringelhoeffer Scar dellette ’79
Patricia Cleary Shaw ’79
Karen McCuckin Spofford ’79
Erin English-Wisler ’79

**Class of ’80**
*Participation Rate: 15%*
Mary Pat Montone Walsh ’80
Regina Murphy Tosto ’80
Mary Pat Montone Walsh ’80
ALUMNAE GIFTS

Class of ‘81
Participation Rate: 10%
Annmarie Godlewski Collins ’81
Eilen McCaohn Eline ’81
Kathleen McGarvey Hidy ’81
Mary Geyer McLaughlin ’81
Patricia Shea Murphy ’81
Kristen Everlof Saturno ’81

Class of ‘82
Participation Rate: 9%
M Kathleen Swanick Connelly ’82
Anne Raymond Eversman ’82
Lynn Kiesel Huber ’82
Jacqueline Lamb Krepekla ’82
Kathleen Nagle ’82
Ann DeCorte Pucci ’82
Marianne Wills ’82

Class of ‘83
Participation Rate: 8%
Lynne Hastings Davis ’83
Andrea Deegan Iacobucci ’83
Tracy Notaro McClurg ’83
Kathleen Phillips McGuire ’83
Susan Shea Miller ’83

Class of ‘84
Participation Rate: 10%
Mary Kate Boland ’84
Megan Burns ’84
Julia Heaney ’84
Maria O’Toole Jones ’84
Lisa Pillarella Kennedy ’84
Patricia McCaohon ’84
Maryanne Morrissey Satterfield ’84
Elaine McLaughlin Zink ’84

Class of ‘85
30th Reunion
Participation Rate: 15%
Nancy Kramer Carden ’85
Christine DiNicola Costagioli ’85
Mary Elizabeth Erle Depoe ’85
Mary Elizabeth Falcone ’85
Nancy Fan ’85
Brideen Gallagher ’85
Suzanne Malloy-Adelman ’85
Elizabeth Raskob Piazza ’85
Jeannine Notaro Pratt ’85
Maureen Murphy Roberts ’85
Regina Dowling Shakin ’85

Class of ‘86
Participation Rate: 17%
Lisa Bosken Antell ’86
Beth Gallagher Delaney ’86
Lisa Berardi Fratamico ’86
Pareez Patel Golub ’86
Virginia Dias March ’86
Angela Migliore Masterson ’86
Denise Kennedy McKeon ’86
Jane Morrissey O’Neill ’86
Catherine Witt Quirk ’86
Lisa Wilson Roberts ’86
Michele DiNicola Tague ’86
Ellen Garrity Velligan ’86
Karen Donohue Willis ’86
Miriam Robinson Wright ’86

Class of ‘87
Participation Rate: 9%
Kimberly Wyatt Bay ’87
Margaret McGuckin Cheek ’87
Bridget Collins ’87
Jennifer Pinola Gunzenhauser ’87
Mary Johnson Kinka ’87
Amy Koegler ’87
Catherine Whalen Mulqueen ’87
Maureen Donohue Shradio ’87

Class of ‘88
Participation Rate: 8%
Rachanees Piskai Curry ’88
Jenn Fox ’88
Mary Fran Gilliford Frankenheimer ’88
Mary Streleckis Rogelstad ’88
Halle Lawn Ruane ’88
Ann Ruhl ’88
Jennifer Wollman Weiler ’88

Class of ‘89
Participation Rate: 8%
Jeanne Oschell Fanelli ’89
Crista DelVescovo Ford ’89
Kara Gaffney Gallagher ’89
Taryn Frederico Jones ’89
Kate Makowka ’89
Juliane Ritter Shakaly ’89

Class of ‘90
25th Reunion
Participation Rate: 20%
Carolyn Schoenhut Ansley ’90
Jennifer Huey Ashman ’90
Suzanne Delaney Barnes ’90
Maritsa Blavakis Boucher ’90
Heather McKenzie DeVico ’90
Stephanie Nolan Deviney ’90
Bienda Geary Dietz ’90
Krista Zaccaria Finegan ’90
Dottie Johnson Foley ’90
Nicole Ewing Furman ’90
Sara Lally ’90
Melina Barbone Leone ’90
Thomas and Kimberly Duffy ’90
Maureen Ruhl ’90
Kristin Donohue Sims ’90

Class of ‘91
Participation Rate: 4%
Joanne Brown Bamber ’91
Holly Notaro ’91
Meredith Parker ’91

Class of ‘92
Participation Rate: 13%
Deborah Goodavage Blayney ’92
Patrice Gallagher Conroy ’92
Megan McCauley Downes ’92
Laura DiPietro Fiumara ’92
Helen Hoban ’92
Grace Kelly ’92
Janice Johnson Luck ’92
Jennifer Durkin Oschell ’92
Christine Nolan Steinmetz ’92

Class of ‘93
Participation Rate: 5%
Alexandra Murphy Bruder ’93
Diane Woleski Hernandez ’93
Allison Lovejoy ’93
Laurie Nestler Willams ’93

Class of ‘94
Participation Rate: 4%
Melissa Mooney Foy ’94
Kathleen McNichol ’94
Katrine Pendergast Sutton ’94

Class of ‘95
Participation Rate: 10%
Anonymous ’95
MaryAnn Castaldi ’95
Megan Boland Filipowicz ’95
Jonnie Lees Jamison ’95
Deidre Ruley Person ’95
Elizabeth Malave-Hill Zecca ’95

Class of ‘96
Participation Rate: 16%
Megan Gallagher Brunner ’96
Rosemary DiRita ’96
Claire Thomas Empleit ’96
Tracy Lawlor Fauls ’96
Nora Zuber Fedyna ’96
Renata Burigatto Lindsay ’96
Eleanor McGory Madigan ’96
Heather Oswald ’96
Kristen Scuttine Steiger ’96
Tess Burigatto Walvoord ’96

Class of ‘97
Participation Rate: 6%
Lauren Brown ’97
Julia Kaminski Krulla ’97
Kathleen Duffy McDonnell ’97
Barbara Plevelish ’97
Rachel Todd Ryan ’97

Class of ‘98
Participation Rate: 11%
Kelly O’Hara Anderson ’98
Michelle Brigoli ’98
Cristin Dziekonski ’98
Eileen Monaghan Ficaro ’98
Katherine Glaser ’98
Christine Loeliger Perrotta ’98
Kimberly Spada ’98
Lisa Crawford Traver ’98

Class of ‘99
Participation Rate: 7%
Amanda Burigatto Brogan ’99
Alicia Verbrugghe Carey ’99
Kelly Petruno Holloway ’99
Catherine Lannacone Longto ’99
Jillian O’Brien Thornton ’99
Jessica Ribben Reynolds ’99

Class of ‘00
15th Reunion
Participation Rate: 8%
Lauren Berdich Aponik ’00
Mary Pat Loeliger Berman ’00
Lisa Bosken Antell ’00
Lauren Galbally Duffy ’00
Fall 2015
Once a Hurricane, always a Hurricane, but what does it mean to be a Hurricane after you’ve graduated? Between college, graduate school, travel, careers, marriage and kids, life after VMA can be busy. And the further you move away from your high school years, the easier it is to forget how much impact Villa has had on you.

It’s never too soon to think about giving back. We salute those young alumnae who are giving back so that current and future Hurricanes can enjoy the enriching Villa Maria Academy education.

It is our pleasure to welcome these alumnae into the Daisy Chain Society to recognize qualifying gifts within 14 years of graduation.

Laura Aceto ’03
Stephanie Bilotta ’06
Kathleen Ciccoli Borzillo ’04
Monica Burke ’05
Anne Carmel Carandang ’10
Stephanie Carroll ’07
Alexandra Wells Colman ’05
Katherine DeFonzo ’14
Marsha Duey ’01
Stephanie Dunn ’06
Michelle Dunn ’11
Caitleen Lacey Durkin ’03
Kaitlin Gula Dwyer ’03
Caroline Egan ‘06
Mary Jane Egan ’07
Christine Ferrari ’09
Maria Ferrari ’11
Julianne Ferrie ’14
Grace Foster ’08
Bridget Galli ’04
Emily Kelly Gervasi ’04
Jessica Kindon Gonska ’03
Kara Gula ’05
Katharine Hall ’08
Krista Gaffney Harris ’02
Bridget Higgins ’07
Katherine Higgins ’12
Anna Lacey Hooven ’05
Elizabeth O’Connor Huck ’00
Vanessa Otarola Kehoe ’04
Elizabeth Kelly ’07
Kirstin Kramer ’01
Suzanne Krepelka ’12
Anne Bobiak Kroes ’01
Christie Lawler ’03
Samantha Liddy ’08
Jeanmarie Emhof Ludwig ’02
Meghan Magargee ’06
Mary Lauren Magargee ’07
Kathryn Magargee ’10
Maggie Hewes Mallon ’04
Rebecca Mallon ’13
Sarah March ’02
Rebecca March ’03
Mariel Marinelli ’07
Lauren Martinelli ’11
Renee DeLuca Mason ’02
Megan Miller Mayhew ’03
Kathryn McHugh ’07
Amanda McKenna ’10
Louisa Megaw ’11
Lauren Mintzer-Huff ’07
Laura Moran ’03
Colleen Moran ’06
Kathryn Murphy ’09
Catherine Napoli ’14
Molly Nawalinski ’10
Christine Egan Newell ’04
Meghan Nolan ’01
Allison Novak ’07
Jennifer Heck Olsen ’00
Colleen O’Rourke ’10
Amanda Pennewell ’05
Julianna Rava ’09
Marianna Macri Reilly ’02
Jamie Romansky ’03
Gabrielle Salinas ’14
Theresa Salvucci ’07
Perpetua Salvucci ’11
Courtney Scardellette ’06
Kristen Scardellette ’09
Jenna Schabdaub ’11
Theresa Cleveland Scheurle ’03
Brittany Staub ’10
Lauren O’Shaughnessy Vanderslice ’03
Gina Crispino Vigilante ’01
Lauren Whitmore Vultaggio ’01
Rachel Walla ’06
Emily Walsh ’06
Arleigh Waring ’01
Rebecca Wentzel ’05
Aubrey Wisler Williams ’05
Laurissa Gendel Wochtl ’03
Kristen Dingeldeins Zimmermann ’03
Elizabeth Zwaan ’05
Sarah Zwaan ’10

$17,027
Total giving from this group of Daisy Chain Society members.
Loyal donors are the cornerstone of Villa Maria’s success, providing the means by which we carry out our mission. A dedicated core of parents, alumnae, grandparents, faculty, staff and friends generously support Villa Maria each and every year.

The Carol and Ring Society recognizes donors for consistency and loyalty in giving to Villa Maria Academy High School throughout consecutive years. Inspired by one of our most treasured traditions and the sense of community it creates, the Carol & Ring Society recognizes everyone who makes annual gifts to Villa Maria for five or more consecutive years. Gifts can be in any amount and can be designated to any area of the school. Consecutive years of giving are counted by fiscal year, which runs from July 1 to June 30.

We are profoundly grateful for the following donors for their steadfast support over five or more consecutive years. An asterisk indicates ten or more consecutive years!

William and Laura Bauer P ’95

*Barry and Marie Bentley P ’08

Greg and Christina Bokar P ’13 ’16

Patricia Cabrey, Ed.D. ’58

Anne Campbell ’60

*Rita Schaeffer Caspar ’60

Mary Talone Cavalier ’61

*Joanne Centanni ’82

Robert and Sharon Chevalier P ’14 ’19

Susan Petracca Cifa ’68

Paul and Janet Mc Aleeese ’75

Coady P ’08 ’11

Mary Louise Stemple Cobourn ’72

Andrew and Christine DiNicola ’85

Costagliola P ’14

Communication Test Design Inc.

Christopher Carnall and Linda Cruz-Carnall ’78 P ’08

Leslie Culp ’78

John and Gail Dalton

P ’08 ’10 ’11 ’15

Mary-Ellen Glass Davies ’59

Steve and Judy DeFonzo P ’14

*Frank and Anke DeLone P ’08

Stephanie Nolan Deviney ’90

John and Janet Burns ’74

Dingerdissen P ’03

DNB First

John and Celeste Dougherty P ’06

Maryann Totaro ’68 Duffy P ’90 ’94

Sister Kathleen Dunn L.H.M. ’55

Cristin Dziekonski ’98

Caroline Egan ’06

Eric and Mary Eichelman P ’10 ’12

*Margaret Cowan Finnegan ’64

First Priority Bank

Emily Kelly Gervasi ’04

Rose Lynam Gillard ’48

Catherine Mc Nabb Graves ’61

Jennifer Pinola Gunzenhauser ’87

Pinola Family Trust

*John and Anna Hewes P ’95 ’97 ’04

Sara Marie Hoben ’56

IMC Construction

Sally McClatchy Jeffries ’73

Duane and Maribeth Kelly P ’04 ’07 ’11

Michael and Colette Klinges P ’10 ’14

Sara Lally ’90

Sarah Ellen Lenahan P ’13

Veronica Novelli Leonard ’70

Samantha Liddy ’08

Edward and Mary Joan Liva P ’08 ’13

*Randy and Patricia Sproat ’67

Loeliger P ’98 ’00

Brian and Shelby Mackrides

P ’09 ’11 ’15

Kathryn Magargie ’10

Mary Lauren Magargie ’07

Edward and Susan Pillarella ’78

Magargie P ’06 ’07 ’10

Patricia “Pam” Gibbons Magil ’61

Thomas and Denise Malecki P ’15

William and Diane Mattiford P ’04

Joseph and Mary Pat Donohue ’71

Mattson P ’03

Mary Anne Wolfe Maxwell ’57

*Edward and Linda McAssey

P ’07 ’09 ’12

Jeanette McLaughlin McCreesh

’44 P ’66 GP ’98

*Dr. Ellen McDonald ’72

Mary McDonald ’74

Dennis and Rachel McGonigle

P ’08 ’10 ’13

Sheila Murphy McLaughlin ’70

Thomas and Cynthia Del Sordo ’75

Moribondo P ’08 ’12

Robert and Elizabeth Meehan ’49

Mulhern P ’70 ’73 ’77 ’79 ’88

GP ’03 ’06 ’07

Daniel and Patricia Shea ’81

Murphy P ’09 ’12

Mutual Fire Foundation, Inc.

Kathleen O’Brien ’70

Robert and Constance O’Hara P ’04 ’07

Eileen O’Malley Spangler ’69

Fred Fow and Angela O’Reilly

P ’08 ’10 ’13

*Michael and Mary Kay O’Rourke

P ’05 ’10 ’12 ’15

*Tim and Marianne

O’Shaughnessy P ’03 ’13

Kristina Barbone Parker ’90

Leo and Maryanne Parsons P ’14

John and Jan Presto ’73 Patrick

P ’11 ’14

*Penn Liberty Bank

Marie Louderback Polifko ’65

Marge Potts Pulfrey ’59

Mary Jane Raymond ’78

Lisa Wilson Roberts ’86

Robert and Arlene Ruggiero P ’81

*Dr. Linda Kerrigan Salvucci ’69

Frederick and Malea Klingelhoeffer

’78 Scardellette P ’06 ’09

Mike and Pat Selvig P ’06

Stephen and Brigid Shank P ’07

Karen McGuickin Spofford ’78

Katrine Pendergast Sutton ’94

*Kathleen Harris Talamini ’61

Regina Murphy Tosto ’74

*Nancy Veronesi ’72 and Craig Iffert P ’12

Raymond and Jennifer Walheim

P ’12 ’18 ’19

Rebecca Wentzel ’05

Karen Donohue Willis ’86

Brian and Diane Zwaan

P ’05 ’10 ’14
We are grateful for these tribute gifts and to all who named Villa Maria Academy High School as a recipient of gifts made in memory of a loved one. What a thoughtful way to make a difference!

**Tributes**

**In Tribute to Theresa A. McCarron Barry**
Susan T. Barry ’80

**In Honor of Abbey McClatchy**
Kathleen and John Cusick

**In Honor of Kathy Novelli**
Paul and Marie Berenato, Sr.

**In Honor of Mrs. Treisbach**
Jenna Schabdach ’11

**In Honor of Rosemarie Coghlan**

**In Honor of Denise Staub**

**In Honor of Kate Brown**

**In Honor of Tri-M Music Honor Society**
Mary Jane Raymond ’78

**In Memory of Mrs. Dale Gaasche P ’07 ’14**
Class of 2014

**In Memory of Lara Arabatlian**
Jeane and William McNamara P ’17

**In Memory of Feminando Dell’Arciprete**
Jeane and William McNamara P ’17

**In Memory of Carolyn Doxsey King ’63**
Bill Lamb and children
Ian M. Ballard
Marilyn Bertoldo
Richard Braemer
Barbara Crowley
Maureen Czelusniak
Frank and Rose Marie Torelli ’63
Dalton
Marita Donohue Fisher ’63
Thomas and Claire Geil
Dr. and Mrs. Vincent Gerardi
Gmerek Government Relations Inc.
Joyce Murphy Hiemenz ’63
Eleonore Hymel
Barbara and Jim Kelly
Pierce and Janet King
Steven and Patricia King
Joanne McBride
Joseph and Mary McCreech
Carol McGuinn
Penn National Gaming, Inc.
Marion and Allan Peterson
Renie and Jim Quinlan
Pat Rachor
James Paul Rihn
Abigail and David Rowley

**In Memory of Marilyn Livengood Kalteux ’59**
Jo-Ann DeVacchio ’59
Marge Potts Pulfrey ’59

**In Memory of Mary-Eileen Lynch ’73 Eileen Agnes Lynch ’48**

**In Memory of Margaret McFadden**
John and Janet Burns ’74
Dingerdissen P ’03

**In Memory of Grace Marie Wiggins**
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Irwin

**In Memory of Pam Petrella Winning ’67**
The Class of 1967 spearheaded an effort to honor their classmate and friend, Pam Petrella Winning. Pam was known as the “class choreographer” for her vivacious leadership of the cheerleading squad and her ability to include dance in school skits, classroom presentations and musicals. Their fundraising helped to renovate a storage space for use as a multi-purpose fitness room and dance studio. We are grateful to Anita Baldi Gabler and all of Pam’s friends for leading the effort and to these donors whose gifts arrived by June 30, 2015. Fundraising continues and donations are gratefully accepted.

Nancy Petrella Bohn and Lauren Bohn ’05
Janet Koch Boschen ’67
Frances Colona ’67
Laurie Sabol Coventry-Payne ’67
Anita Baldi Gabler ’67
Gary and Patricia Baldi ’73 Holloway P ’05
Regina Campetti ’67 Jewell P ’99 ’03
Nancy Donovan Kovalis ’67
Randy and Patricia Sproat ’67
Loeliger P ’98 ’00
Janice Petrella Lynch ’71
Rosemary Marchesani ’67
Andrea Stranick McDonald ’67
Eileen Murphy McKee ’67
Patricia Petrella Pegeron ’69
Donald and Rosemary Casey ’67
Peterson P ’06
Arthur and Teresa Petrella P ’67 ’69 ’71
Thomas Petrella
Mary Jane Raymond ’78
Marybeth Fink Rhodeside ’67
Annual Scholarship Funds

In Memory of Jane F. Raymond
Jane Raymond was the loving wife of Arthur and mother of Mary Jane Raymond ’78, Anne Raymond Eversman ’82 and Michelle Raymond Ward ’82. Her granddaughter, Elizabeth Eversman ’16, is a senior this year. Following her death in 2013, the family established the Jane F. Raymond Music Scholarship for instrumental, vocal and liturgical students who show a commitment to music. Thank you to these donors for their fitting tribute to Jane and their support of Villa Maria musicians. Winifred Prendergast Branton ’78 Mary Jane Raymond ’78

In Memory of Dr. Anne Salmon Thompson '59
Dr. Anne Salmon Thompson established an annual scholarship award to benefit budding scientists at Villa Maria Academy. Your gifts in Anne’s memory will empower Villa students enrolled in science and technology courses. Mary-Ellen Glass Davies ’59

In Memory of Brenda Joan Ruggiero ’81
The Ruggiero family supports an annual scholarship in loving memory of their daughter, Brenda. A 1981 Villa graduate, Brenda died tragically in an automobile accident in 1987 while in law school at Villanova University. The award is presented annually to a student who exemplifies determination in life as well as an interest in academics and all that Villa Maria has to offer. Robert and Arlene Ruggiero, Sr. P ’81

In Memory of Andrea Thompson ’95
Andrea was a stand-out field hockey player at VMA and the University of Scranton. She was a well-rounded student successful in athletics, music, academics, languages, math, and community service. Her family and friends established a scholarship that is awarded annually to a rising junior who embodies the talent, energy and spirit of Andrea. We thank the following donors. Rosemary DiRita ’96 MaryAnn Castaldi ’95 Felix and Suzanne Castaldi P ’95 GP ’13 ’14 Margaret Mascio Hunt ’59 Heather Oswald ’96 Elizabeth Malave-Hill Zecca ’95

Endowed Scholarship Funds

In Memory of Abbey Mallon ’14
A gifted artist and soccer player known for her quick smile and kind spirit, Abbey Mallon lived the IHM charism of Fidelity, Creative Hope, and Love. Her sudden death soon after graduating from Villa Maria in 2014 saddened the entire school community. Donations in her memory have been designated to an endowed scholarship fund to remember Abbey in perpetuity. We are grateful to these donors who have honored both Abbey and the future students who will benefit from the scholarship fund.

Anonymous
Robin Abi-Khattar Ageless Health LLC
Judith, Phil, Danielle & Jacob Alu Ms. Danielle Antalffy Archmere Academy
Brett Armstrong
Robert Ballantine
John and Elizabeth Bartholf The Bendinelli Family
Allie, Lynn and Peter Bigelow Ms. Marge Bolling The Bonner Family
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence J. Bove Bracken Agency Inc
Priscilla’s Card Club
Rita Albert
Gloria Brennan
Joan Donahue
Sandy Kiniry
Margi Vietti
Kate and Dave Brown
Linda and Michael Brown
The Challis Family
Charlene Ciccacrone
Rosemarie Coghlan
Kathleen Swanick Connelly ’92
Julie Anne Connelly ’07
Kelsey Connelly ’13
Mr. & Mrs. Albert J Corr, Jr
The Costagliola Family
Marian and Richard Craig Anthony and Diane D’Agostini & Family
Meredith & Lauren Davis
Arlene and Delbert Delozier
Debbie deProphetis
Bruce and Amy DiNardo
Mark and Michele DiNardo
The Dougherty Family
John and Paula Dudley
John Lbom, Carolyn Duffy & Family
Jonell Farely
Blacey and Rita Farina
David and Heather Farina
Vince and Deb Farina
Lois A. Ford and Nancy Booth
Terry Forman
Lisa Berardi Fratamico ’86
Grace Funchion
Francis and Constance Gallagher
Rita R Gallagher
Deborah and Terry Gallen
Emily Garvey & Family
Lani and Jay Gibson
Ms. Betty Green
James Green
The Gulino Family
Mike Hare
Jerry Howard
Nancy L. Hranek
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Iacobucci
IMI Consulting Group
Anne, Tim, Emily & James Jaques
Jack and Barbara Johnson
The Kallen Family
Susanne Kergides Barbara and Steve Kessler
The Kinka Family
Alice Kooker
Joseph and Virginia Kuhn
Mrs. Carron Laake
Mrs. Lisa Lapeire
Joseph, Julie and Jessica LaPeria
Ron and Rita Lee
Johanna Lenahan
Sarah Ellen Lenahan P ’13
Frank Lesniak
Paul and Maureen Lesutis
Anna M. Lieggi
Daniel and Patricia Lista
Jena and Bob MacKenzie
The Mackrides Family
Patrick and Sara Maggitti
The Malinchak Family
Abigail Mallon ’14
Constance and Thomas Mallon
Lexi Mallon
Rebecca Mallon ’13
Teresa and Gregory Mallon
Thomas and Diane Mallon P ’13 ’14
The Mallory Family
Mr. Peter Mariani
Ms. Rita T. Marinelli
The Mazzoli Family
Mr. and Mrs. Terence J. McCabe, Sr.
John and Megan McEnroe
Frances McGarvey
Nancy McKenna
Jeane and William McNamara P ’17
Noel and Eileen Melhorn
Memorial Donor Unspecified
Anthony and Nancy Mirarchi P ’12 ’13
Rosalie and Anthony Mirenda
Janet Muller
Kevin and Catherine Whalen ’87
Mulqueen P ’17 ’19
The Murphy Family
Mrs. Kate Nasuti
Michael Nolan & Family
Justin and Stephanie Norman
Melissa Norman
Stephen Norman and Debbie Whitley-Norman
Thomas & Cynthia O’Brien
Susan and Paul Padien
Rosemary and Peter Palena
Meredith Parker ’91
Paul W. Partington, Sr.
John and Jan Presto ‘73 Patrick P ’11 ’14
Theresa Dougherty Petruno
Jeanne Pless
The Poley Family
Mr. John Prichard, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Quaglia
Dominic and Allison Rappucci
Mary Jane Raymond ’78
TRIBUTES AND SCHOLARSHIPS

In Memory of Nina R. Baldi
The family of Nina Baldi established an endowed scholarship fund in her name following her death in November 2014. The mother and grandmother of six Villa alumnae, Nina was committed to a Villa Maria education for her daughters. We are grateful to the Baldi Family and to the following donors for their generosity and foresight.

Akon Paint & Varnish, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfonzo Baldi III
Sandra K. Baldino
Louis and Helen Battagliese, Jr.
Frederica B. Baxter
David and Marybeth Bean '04
Thomas A. Bruder, Jr.
Richard and Angela Clark
Mary Stemple Cobourn '72
Christine DeBonis
Karen E. DiGiuseppe
Marybeth DiNubile
Marie H. Dudley
Anita Baldi Gabler '67
Lewkowicz/Giunta Family
Sallie and Charles Grandi
Gary and Patricia Baldi '73 Holloway
P '05
Richard and Linda Kessler
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Kirby
Ron and Nancy Donovan '67 Kovatis
Lynda A. Kramer
Francis and Jeanmarie Leopold
Randall and Patricia Lewis
Anne G Lucas
Michael and Kathleen McCans
Lynn '67
Main Line Health:
Jack Lynch, President & CEO and all staff and board member friends of Patty Holloway
George and Stephanie Mantis
Virginia Baldi Marks '76
Laura and Tom Melvin
Theresa and Terry Miller
Michael and Eileen Milliken
Eustace and Susanne Devine '73 Mita P '01
Mudd, Harrison & Burch, L.L.P.
Dorothy and Guy Nardella
Cynthia A. O'Hara
Dennis and Stephanie O'Leary
Richard W. Palmer
Ronald E. Petersen and Janice Toscani Petersen
Theresa Dougherty Petruno P '99
Paul and Jackie Sarcione '73 Ryan
Mary Ann Saleski
Nancy C. Sarcione
Mary Lynn Wadlawsky Shanahan '73
Dr. and Mrs. Robert A. Smilari, D.D.S.
Susan McCreesh Sodaski '66
Southporte One Condo Association, Inc.
Tad Sperry and Ellen D. Harvey
Theresa Baldi Toohey '66
Craig Iffert and Nancy Veronesi '72 P '12
Chris McLaughlin Wendt '67
Carol Gallagher Wiig

Gerard and Marie Hageney GP '08 '14 Endowed Scholarship Fund
Impressed with the depth and spirit of their granddaughters’ Villa Maria education, Jerry and Marie Hageney made a most generous bequest to the school in 2015. A portion of the planned gift endowed a scholarship fund in their names. The award goes to girls who display a commitment to serving others in school, in the community, and at home. Preference is given to families who have multiple students attending Catholic schools.

In Memory of Sister Mary Kelly, IHM '46
Sister Mary Kelly was a student, teacher, and eventually the principal of Villa Maria Academy. She was a beloved figure in the Villa community who was known for her kindness, leadership and vision. The Alumnae Association began a scholarship that is awarded to a freshman and renewed every year throughout the student's four years of high school. Your support of Alumnae events will benefit Villa students every year.

In Memory of Sister Patricia Spingler, IHM
As the Vice Principal of Advancement, Sister Pat was a visionary who understood the importance of an endowment for long-term success of a school. After her passing in 2013, the Advisory Board approved the designation of the Sr. Patricia Spingler, IHM Endowed Scholarship to provide much needed assistance to students for decades to come. Thank you to these generous donors for continuing Sr. Pat's vision.

Mary Stemple Cobourn '72
Lisa Moshen Springer '73
William and Laura Bauer P '95
Paul and Marie Benenato, Sr.
Winifred Prendergast Branton '78
Marianne Pipari Caridi '64
Sister Margaret Peter Carolli, I.H.M.
Paul and Janet Mc. Aleese '75 Coady
P '08 '11
Jean Marie Dalton '46
Rosemary DiRita '96
Gregory and Carolyn Dunn P '06 '09 '11
Margaret Cowan Finnegan '64
Sister Sheila Galligan, I.H.M. '65
Mary Beth Kramer '75
Catherine Hetherington Love '46
Edward and Susan Pillarella '78
Magargee P '06 '07 '10
Joseph and Mary Pat Donohue '71
Mattson P '03
Joseph and Mary Pat Donohue '71
Megan Ritz '14
Mr. Geoff Rutzahn
Taylor Ryan
Bernard C. Schiefer
The Schubert Family
Tom, Judy, Sara '09 & Kerry '11
Cheryl Simpson
Ann Sinatra
Lauren Smith
Mr. Robert Solomon
Sharon and David Spaight
Spirit United Soccer Club
Ms. Cynthia D. Sutera
Charles and Sarah Sweeney
Tri-M Music Honor Society
Tuttle Marketing Services, Inc.
Villa Broads Run Event
Megan Downs '92
Helen Hoban '92
Kaitlin McLoughlin '05
Jenn Ossel '92
Mary Jane Raymond '78
Villa Maria Academy Alumnae Assoc.
Villa Maria Academy Student Council
Villa Maria Academy Fine Arts Show Event
Villa Maria Academy Track & Field Hurricane Classic
Mr. and Mrs. James Wolfe
The Wzrensiewski Family
Christopher and Veronica Zambito
The Zwaan Family

In Memory of Nina R. Baldi
The family of Nina Baldi established an endowed scholarship fund in her name following her death in November 2014. The mother and grandmother of six Villa alumnae, Nina was committed to a Villa Maria education for her daughters. We are grateful to the Baldi Family and to the following donors for their generosity and foresight.

Akon Paint & Varnish, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfonzo Baldi III
Sandra K. Baldino
Louis and Helen Battagliese, Jr.
Frederica B. Baxter
David and Marybeth Bean P '04
Thomas A. Bruder, Jr.
Richard and Angela Clark
Mary Stemple Cobourn '72
Christine DeBonis
Karen E. DiGiuseppe
Marybeth DiNubile
Marie H. Dudley
Anita Baldi Gabler '67
Lewkowicz/Giunta Family
Sallie and Charles Grandi
Gary and Patricia Baldi '73 Holloway
P '05
Richard and Linda Kessler
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Kirby
Ron and Nancy Donovan '67 Kovatis
Lynda A. Kramer
Francis and Jeanmarie Leopold
Randall and Patricia Lewis
Anne G Lucas
Michael and Kathleen McCans
Lynn '67
Main Line Health:
Jack Lynch, President & CEO and all staff and board member friends of Patty Holloway
George and Stephanie Mantis
Virginia Baldi Marks '76
Laura and Tom Melvin
Theresa and Terry Miller
Michael and Eileen Milliken
Eustace and Susanne Devine '73 Mita P '01
Mudd, Harrison & Burch, L.L.P.
Dorothy and Guy Nardella
Cynthia A. O'Hara
Dennis and Stephanie O'Leary
Richard W. Palmer
Ronald E. Petersen and Janice Toscani Petersen
Theresa Dougherty Petruno P '99
Paul and Jackie Sarcione '73 Ryan
Mary Ann Saleski
Nancy C. Sarcione
Mary Lynn Wadlawsky Shanahan '73
Dr. and Mrs. Robert A. Smilari, D.D.S.
Susan McCreesh Sodaski '66
Southporte One Condo Association, Inc.
Tad Sperry and Ellen D. Harvey
Theresa Baldi Toohey '66
Craig Iffert and Nancy Veronesi '72 P '12
Chris McLaughlin Wendt '67
Carol Gallagher Wiig

Gerard and Marie Hageney GP '08 '14 Endowed Scholarship Fund
Impressed with the depth and spirit of their granddaughters’ Villa Maria education, Jerry and Marie Hageney made a most generous bequest to the school in 2015. A portion of the planned gift endowed a scholarship fund in their names. The award goes to girls who display a commitment to serving others in school, in the community, and at home. Preference is given to families who have multiple students attending Catholic schools.

In Memory of Sister Mary Kelly, IHM '46
Sister Mary Kelly was a student, teacher, and eventually the principal of Villa Maria Academy. She was a beloved figure in the Villa community who was known for her kindness, leadership and vision. The Alumnae Association began a scholarship that is awarded to a freshman and renewed every year throughout the student's four years of high school. Your support of Alumnae events will benefit Villa students every year.

In Memory of Sister Patricia Spingler, IHM
As the Vice Principal of Advancement, Sister Pat was a visionary who understood the importance of an endowment for long-term success of a school. After her passing in 2013, the Advisory Board approved the designation of the Sr. Patricia Spingler, IHM Endowed Scholarship to provide much needed assistance to students for decades to come. Thank you to these generous donors for continuing Sr. Pat's vision.

Mary Stemple Cobourn '72
Lisa Moshen Springer '73
William and Laura Bauer P '95
Paul and Marie Benenato, Sr.
Winifred Prendergast Branton '78
Marianne Pipari Caridi '64
Sister Margaret Peter Carolli, I.H.M.
Paul and Janet Mc. Aleese '75 Coady
P '08 '11
Jean Marie Dalton '46
Rosemary DiRita '96
Gregory and Carolyn Dunn P '06 '09 '11
Margaret Cowan Finnegan '64
Sister Sheila Galligan, I.H.M. '65
Mary Beth Kramer '75
Catherine Hetherington Love '46
Edward and Susan Pillarella '78
Magargee P '06 '07 '10
Joseph and Mary Pat Donohue '71
Mattson P '03
Thomas and Kathy Murphy P '85
Eleanor Lichman Murray '65
Margaret Prendergast P '77 '78 '79
Mary Jane Raymond '78
Maureen Murphy Roberts '85
Jay and Terri Rohr P '16, P '18
Courtney Scardelletta '06
Kristen Scardelletta '09
Frederick and Malea Klingelhoefer '78 Scardelletta P '06 '09
Rose Marie Wells '45
Anne Campbell '60
Alexandra Wells Colman '05
Nicole Ewing Furman '90
Kara Gaffney Gallagher '89
Karen Fusco Garvey '65
Anthony and Ann Iannacone P '99
Sister Rose Kelly, DC '52

In Memory of Sister Patricia Spingler, IHM
As the Vice Principal of Advancement, Sister Pat was a visionary who understood the importance of an endowment for long-term success of a school. After her passing in 2013, the Advisory Board approved the designation of the Sr. Patricia Spingler, IHM Endowed Scholarship to provide much needed assistance to students for decades to come. Thank you to these generous donors for continuing Sr. Pat's vision.

Mary Stemple Cobourn '72
Deborah Dever '69
Susan O'Donnell Fisher '72
Mary Ellen O'Neill Golden '72
John and Jane Joyce P '07, P '08
John and Jacqueline Lamb '82
Krepelka P '12, P '16
Joseph and Mary Pat Donohue '71
Mattson P '03
Katie McNichol '94
Barbara Murray O'Connell '59
Margaret Potts Pufre '59
Donna Bertolini Ramage '72
Sister Rose Anthony Spingler, I.H.M.
Kelly Swannick '07
Craig Iffert and Nancy Veronesi '72 P '12
Villa Maria Academy has been blessed by the foresight and gift planning done by Gerard and Marie Hageney, grandparents of graduates Meghan O’Keefe ’08 and Erin O’Keefe ’14. While planning a gift from their estate, Jerry and Marie appreciated the Villa spirit and selected the school to perpetuate their legacy. They felt very good about directing their hard-earned savings to a place that had so positively influenced their granddaughters because they valued the Villa commitment to hard work, academic excellence, and service to others.

Growing up in apartment buildings in Queens, NY, Jerry and Marie didn’t have much but they were smart and had the desire to work hard to get ahead. They lived a great life and loved each other and their family very much. All three children attended Villanova University and settled in Philadelphia after graduating college. Jerry and Marie moved to the area to be closer to family and be a part of the daily lives of their grandchildren. They attended several school functions over the years, enjoying Villa traditions from tailgates to graduations. They admired how Meghan and Erin were thriving at Villa Maria Academy.

Their bequest is the ultimate expression of confidence in the mission and core values of Villa Maria Academy, and is a testament to their commitment to the education of girls. The generous gift has been distributed to many areas of school life including Strategic Plan initiatives, the endowment, the Turf Field project, classroom renovations, and the Villa Fund.

To recognize that planned gifts play an important role in the support of Villa Maria Academy, we have established the Green Tree Society to honor those who have continued a tradition of remembrance to benefit the school. Just as a young tree is planted to provide shade and nourishment for decades to come, your bequest will provide far-reaching support for future generations of Villa Maria students.

If you would like to know more about the creative ways to support the school in which Villa Maria, you and your loved ones all benefit at the same time, please contact the Advancement Office. We can guide you through the options where you may create win-win solutions for you and Villa Maria. If you have already made provisions for Villa Maria in your estate planning, please let us know so we can properly welcome you as a member of the Green Tree Society!

Help us grow the Green Tree Society! Join these donors like you who have remembered Villa Maria Academy in their estate plans.

Patricia Ryan Audet ’71
Susan Barry ’80
Leslie Culp ’78
Gerard A. and Marie Hageney, GP ’04, ’08
Eileen Agnes Lynch ’48
Cynthia Del Sordo Moribondo ’75
Agnes Penney Poynton ’44
Mary Jane Raymond ’78
Mary Reznichek
Eileen O’Malley Spangler ’69
Anne Marie Salmon Thompson ’59
EITC & OSTC

Last year 29 Villa families received support from our generous EITC and OSTC donors. The following organizations support financial aid programs at VMA by making a gift through the Pennsylvania Tax Credit Programs.

Active Image
B&G Sportswear, LP
  William and Christine McDevitt P ’08, ’12
Bryn Mawr Trust Company
Business Leadership Organized for Catholic Schools
C & V Landscaping
  Daniel and Nancy Kramer ’85 Carden P ’18
Communication Test Design, Inc.
  Leo and Maryanne Parsons P ’14
DNB First
Elliot-Lewis Corporation
Essent Guaranty, Inc.
  Mary Lourdes Gibbons ’79 FitzPatrick P’18
First Priority Bank
Henkels Foundation
IMC Construction
J.P. Mascal
JF Consulting, Inc.
  Joseph and Stacey Naselli P ’16
Lamb McErlane PC
  James E. McErlane P ’90 ’92
Maureen McBride P ’16
Meridian Bank
Mutual Fire Foundation, Inc.
  Caroline B. Mazza ’04
National Bank of Malvern
Penn Liberty Bank
  Brian and Diane Zwaan P ’05, ’10, ’14
Technical Staffing Group, LLC
  David and Deborah Calvaresi P ’13
UGI Energy Services

Many businesses will match donations and volunteer hours from current and retired employees, thus dramatically increasing the value of the original gift. Please check with your employer to see if they will match your donations or volunteer hours. We are grateful to the following companies as well as the employees who generously requested a match for their gift.

Aetna
  Amy Koegler ’87
Amsted Industries Incorporated
  Patrick and Mary Ann McCallister P ’12 ’17
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
  Andrew and Christine DiNicola ’85 Costagliola P ’14
Christopher and Michele DiNicola ’86 Tague P ’17
Boeing
  John and Margaret Hogan ’60 Manning
  Christian and JC Callahan P ’17
Capital One Services, LLC
  Rachel Walla ’06
Colgate-Palmolive
  Ed and Patricia “Pam” Gibbons ’61 Magil GP ’19
CSS Industries, Inc.
  Christopher and Nancy Munyan P ’18
Deluxe Corporation Foundation
  Silvio and Susan Patracia ’86 Cifa
Eli Lilly Company
  Patricia Welsh Balk ’75
Exelon Energy, Inc.
  Christopher and Jeanne Mudrick P ’16
John and Christine Hilditch P ’16
GE Foundation
  John and Celeste Dougherty P ’06
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
  John and Eileen McHugh P ’07 ’08 ’09
  Kirk and Kathy Oates P ’16
Glenned Trust Company, N.A.
  Rosemary DiRita ’96
H.O. West Foundation
  Lawrence and Susan Morris P ’17
Wayne and Carmen Satorri ’78 Curry P ’17
IBM Matching Grants Program
  Megan Grote Stearns ’77
MGH Partners LLC
  Michael and Chrisann Hoehl P ’16 ’18
The Merck Foundation
  William and Kathleen Scottoline P ’96
Mary-Ellen Glass Davies ’59
Morgan Stanley
  Thomas and Kimberly Duffy ’90 O’Rourke P ’18
Northwestern Mutual
  John and Bonnie Van Grinsven P ’13 ’17
Old Mutual Asset Management
  Brian and Stacey Dillon P ’15
RBC Wealth Management
  Timothy and Carroll Valente P ’16
Reliance Standard Life Insurance Co
  John and Denise Staub P ’10
Vanguard Group Foundation
  John and Gail Dalton P ’08 ’10 ’11 ’15
  Duane and Maribeth Kelly P ’04 ’07 ’11
  John and Judith Lynch P ’10, ’12, ’14
  Kristen Scardelletti ’09
  Edward and Karen McGuckin ’78 Spofford
Verizon Foundation
  Daniel and Patricia Shea ’81 Murphy P ’09 ’12
VOYA Foundation
  Deborah Halp P ’09 ’13
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
  Holly Notaro ’91

In 2001 Pennsylvania was the first state to enact an educational tax credit program as a way for businesses to support education. Thousands of students in 17 states have been given the gift of school choice because of these programs.
Title Sponsor
O’Rourke and Sons, Inc.

Dinner Sponsors:
Penn Liberty Bank
Karl Hausker and Kathleen McGinty
The Parsons Family and CTDI

Cocktail Sponsors
Timothy and Colleen Maguire
Colcoron and the Cozzone Family
Barbara D’Anjolell - D’Anjolell
Funeral Home

Live Auction Sponsors
Northwestern Mutual, John R. Van Grinsven, CLU, CFP
Kimberton Whole Foods, Malvern

FEST Advertisers
Christopher Caniglia - All Phase Electric Co.
Thomas Mallon - All State Insurance
Abbey Mallon Tribute - Arcadia University
Patrice Machikas - At Your Service Group
Kathy Ayres - Ayres Insurance Agency, Inc.
William McDevitt - B&E Sportswear
Christine Becker ’74 Brown - Berkshire Hathaway
Mr. James Ermer and Ms. Christine Gabos P’15

Cash Donations to FEST
Richard and Andrea Acciavatti P’06 ‘10 ‘13
Daniel and Helena Astolfi P’18
Daniel and Kathy Ayres P’18
Gerard and Maria Becker P’18
George and Megan Gallagher ’96 Brunner P’17
David and Beverly Buckta P’11 ‘18
Diego and Linda Calderin P’14

Chris and Jackie Caniglia P’18
Dan and Nancy Kramer ’85 Carden P’18
Patrick and Marie Venne
Pendergast P’17
Rosemarie Coglian
Kevin and Stephanie Cornell P’16
Perry and Anna Marie Cozzone P’17
Wayne and Carmen Sotorrio ’78
Curry P’17
Gregory and Lisa Czyzewski
P’11 ‘14 ‘18
Lawrence and Leonide DelGatto P’14 ‘15
Harry and Cristy DiDonato P’15 ‘17
William and Maureen Egan P’06 ‘07 ‘12
Mr. James Ermer and Ms. Christine Gabos P’15
Marguerite Esmonde
Michael and Anne Raymond ’82
Eversman P’16
Stephen Fox P’18
Joseph and Jacqueline Funk P’12 ‘15
Matthew and Charlene Gilbertson P’17 ‘18
Ernest and Jane Gillan P’17
Karle Hausker and Kathleen McGinty P’18
Joseph and Pauline Hepler P’14 ‘18
John and Christine Hilditch ’16
Joseph and Linda Hoban P’15
Megan Hoppel P’17 ‘19
Paul and Tracey Klauder P’18
George and Carolyn Klein P’18
Kyle and Jane Kramer P’16
Douglas and Wendy Leland P’16
John and Tara Logan P’18

Timothy and Colleen Maguire P’14 ‘17 ‘19
Thomas and Denise Malecki P’15
John and Amy Manta P’15
Frank and Susan Mattie P’14 ‘18
Joseph and Mary Pat Donohue ’71
Mattson P’03
Michael and Maureen McBride P’16
Philip and Cristina McLachlan P’18
Charles and Diane Mooney P’15
Joseph and Kelly Mullen P’16
Christopher and Nancy Munyan P’18
Mary Kay and Rob Napoli P’14
Robert and Rita Nunag P’16
Brian and Suzanne O’Neill P’10 ‘12 ‘15
Michael and Mary Kay O’Rourke P’05 ‘10 ‘12 ‘15
Dan and Maureen Ostien P’14 ‘16
John and Elizabeth Papandon P’18
Christopher and Suzanne Perry P’13 ‘15 ‘17
Michelle Deegan Ralph ’79
Arthur Raymond P’78 ‘82
Mary Jane Raymond ’78
Jeffrey and Amy Reid P’18
Vincent and Linda Schiavone P’19
Ann Sinatra
Anthony and Carrie Smith P’12 ‘16 ‘18
Jan and John Sloat P’15 ‘18
Thomas and Carolyn Sollecito P’18
Lawrence and Jennifer Spellman P’17
Robert and Susan Spielberger P’17
Raymond and Jennifer Walheim P’12 ‘18 ‘19
Stephen and Elizabeth Wellman P’17
Brian and Diane Zwaan P’05 ‘10 ‘14

Fall 2015
2014 Golf Classic Committee
Ann Sinatra
Maggie Hewes Mallon ’04
Brian and Diane Zwaan P ’05 ’10 ’14
Maureen Egan P ’06 ’07 ’12
Denise Staub P ’10
Mike Selvig P ’06
Tim Valente P ’16
Tim Maguire P ’14 ’17 ’19
John Van Grinsven P ’13 ’17
Janet McAleese ’75 Coady P ’08 ’11
Lauren Berdich Aponik ’00
Elizabeth Zwaan ’05
Alexandra Wells Colman ’05
Bernadette Rogers P ’15
Kathi Schell ’65 Straub
Joanne Brown ’91 Bamber P ’17
Carmen Sotorrio ’78 Curry P ’17
Pepetua Salvucci P ’07 ’09 ’11 ’15
Chris Gabos P ’15

Dinner Sponsor
Art Vellutato P ’19
Veltek Associates, Inc.

Gift Sponsor
Gary and Patricia Baldi ’73
Holloway P ’05
The Frey Boutique

Lunch Sponsors
John Chambers P ’03

Putting Sponsors
John and Catherine Garvey
P ’09 ’10 ’14
Timothy Maguire P ’14 ’17 ’19
Karr Barth Associates, Inc.
Raymond Stein P ’16 ’19
BYL Companies

Cocktail Sponsors
Stephen Graham P ’01
The Lamb Tavern
Jolinda Kuzy P ’18
Eden Day Spa

Ad Sponsors
Kathy Ayres P ’18
Ayers Insurance Agency, Inc.
Mary Bymes P ’05 ’06 ’07 ’13
Re/Max Main Line Realtors
Kate Delaney
Matlack Florist
Stephanie Nolan Deviney ’90, Fox Rothschild, LLP
Mary Gibbons ’79 P ’18
Essent Guaranty, Inc.
Bill McDevitt P ’08 ’12
B&E Sportswear
Dennis and Rachel McGonigle
P ’08 ’10 ’13
Kimberton Whole Foods
Chuck Mooney P ’15
MPC Sales and Consulting
Michael O’Rourke P ’05 ’10 ’12 ’15
O’Rourke and Sons, Inc.
Gary Orvieto P ’15 ’17 ’18
The Imperial Agency
Mary Jane Raymond ’78
The VMA Alumnae Association
Raymond Stein P ’16 ’19
BYL Companies
JJ White
JJ White, Inc.
Eric Wright P ’15
Eric’s Moving and Storage
Elizabeth Zwaan ’05
Toscani and Lindros, LLC
Printing Sponsor
Joe Chambers P ’11
Chambers Printing
Hole-In-One Sponsor
Kevin Rafferty
Rafferty Subaru

Hole Sponsors
Jeff and Mary Bagley P ’15
Dan Carden P ’18
C & V Landscaping
Dr. Thomas Chermol P ’16
Thomas Chermol Jr., DDS
Alexandra Wells Colman ’05,
EisnerAmper, LLP
Paul Klauder P ’18
SEI
Amy Kovell P ’17
In Honor of the IHMs
Kistler Tiffany Benefits
WSFS Bank
Brian and Shelby Mackrides
P ’09 ’11 ’15
Thomas Mallon P ’13 ’14
Mallon Insurance Group, LLC
Edward and Linda McAssey
P ’07 ’09 ’12
Dennis McGonigle P ’08 ’10 ’13
SEI
Kevin and Catherine Whalen ’87
Mulqueen P ’17 ’19
Mr. Gary Orvieto P ’15 ’17 ’18
The Imperial Agency
Daniel and Maureen Ostien
P ’14 ’16
Jim and Bernadette Rogers P ’15
Keystone Financial Group
Sean Sweeney P ’16
Quick Courier Service
John Van Grinsven P ’13 ’17
Northwestern Mutual Wealth Management Company
Rob Wermuth P ’12 ’15
Legacy Planning Partners
Give the way that’s best for you

ONLINE: Villa Maria’s online giving page is safe and secure. To make a one-time or recurring gift with your credit card, visit www.vmahs.org/donate-online/.

RECURRING GIFTS: Setting up monthly or quarterly gifts is a fast and convenient way to make your gift. Recurring gifts can be adjusted or canceled at any time. Use our on-line giving page or contact the Advancement Office to set this up.

PHONE: Villa Maria’s Advancement Office staff would be delighted to discuss your giving options or to accept your gift by phone.

MAIL: Checks can be made payable to Villa Maria Academy and mailed to the Advancement Office.

MATCHING GIFTS: You can double or triple the impact of your gift by adding a corporate match. Some companies even give donations to match your volunteer hours. If you are unsure about your employer’s matching gift program, contact your HR department or send an email to Ann Sinatra and we’ll look it up for you.

EITC/OSTC: These innovative Pennsylvania tax credit programs are a benefit to both businesses and Villa Maria Academy. Please contact Kathy McCartney to discuss how your business or employer can take advantage of these opportunities.

PLANNED GIVING: Villa Maria Academy can help you meet your financial goals and maximize your philanthropic giving through sound and timely estate planning. To include Villa Maria in your will, contact the Advancement Office.
Parents of Alumnae: If this issue is addressed to your daughter who no longer maintains a permanent address in your home, please email the new address to advancement@vmahs.org, or call the office at 610-644-2551 ext. 1101.

SAVE THE DATE

THE ROARING 20's

VillaFEST 2016

Saturday, February 27, 2016
Aronimink Golf Club
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM